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ABSTRACT

The direct determination of metal pollutants in the ambient at
mosphere offers several advantages over conventional collection pro
cedures and subsequent analysis.

These advantages are real time

analysis and lack of contamination introduced during the collection
and handling of the sample.
analyzed in 10 minutes.

The metals from 250 ml of air can be

Any significant increase in time would

eliminate the "real time" advantage.

Typical metal content of this

volume of urban air is: Pb, 2 x 10“10g; Cd, 10“-^g; and As, 10“ ^ g .
The blank concentration of the investigated species must be at least
as low as the concentration of metals to be determined.
A carbon bed atomizer in conjunction with atomic absorption spec
troscopy was used to determine directly the concentration of mercury
lead, and cadmium in the ambient atmosphere.

The trace metal levels

in spectroscopically pure carbon are about 10~^g/g.

A laboratory

technique, which consist of resistively heating the rods in a flowing
inert gas stream, was developed to reduce the concentration of the
elements arsenic, cadmium, iron, lead, mercury, selenium and thallium
in "spectroscopically pure" carbon rods to acceptable levels for air
analysis.

The impurities appeared to be present on the carbon rod

surface as well as within the carbon matrix.

It was also found that

purified carbon rods extracted metals form reagent grade acids and
distilled deionized water.
Laboratory techniqes were developed to reduce the lead contamina
tion of filter paper.

Cellulose filter paper was found to have the

xv

lowest trace lead contamination of the filter media investigated.
Various leaching and extraction reagents were used and nitric acid
was found to remove the greatest amount of lead from filter paper.
A sub-boiling extraction method using an azeotropic acid solution
was very effective.
The sputtering of copper, platinum and arsenic was investigated
as an atomization source.

A secondary discharge was used to fragment

aggregates of metal to free atoms.

Fragmentation increased the atomic

absorption for copper and platinum but not for arsenic.

Sputtering of

copper, platinum and arsenic was found to be pressure dependent.

An

optimum pressure range was found for each element which was found to
correlate closely to that pressure which produced the greatest inten
sity of atomic emission.

The formation of aggregates from sputtered

atoms was pressure dependent with the number of aggregates increasing
as pressure increased.

SECTION 1

INVESTIGATION OF LABORATORY TECHNIQUES FOR
THE REMOVAL OF METAL IMPURITIES FROM
SPECTROSCOPIC CARBON RODS

INTRODUCTION

Anyone who has driven in a large city or near a large industrial
area knows that pollution is a problem that affects everyone.

The

haze in the air, the eye-stinging fumes and noxious odors are just a
few of the forms of air pollution.
that something be done to solve it.
arises is "What?".

The general public has demanded
The question that immediately

The problem of pollution involves so many inter

related factors, and our knowledge of these factors, both individually
and compounded, is so primitive that an overall, immediate, effective
solution is not possible.
There are many types of pollution, such as odors, chemicals, smog,
noise and smoke, but the most serious problem is the introduction into
the environment of toxic materials in ever increasing quantities as
our society becomes more technologically advanced.

Some substances may

have taken millions of years to enter the environment, yet, man has ac
celerated their release.

Asbestos used for building material and auto

motive brakes and clutches; mercury used in industrial processes and
fungicides; cadmium used in electroplating and manufacturing special
alloys; and lead in gasoline; are examples.

The short and long term

effects of pollutants on flora and fauna must be determined.
The report entitled "Cleaning Our Environment, The Chemical Basis

2

for Action" published by the American Chemical Society in 1969, lists
three general problem areas which demand attention.* We do not know
the effects of 1) long term exposure to low pollution levels or 2)
the ecological effects of pollutants.

The third problem involves the

analytical methods used to provide hard scientific data on which reli
able conclusions can be made.

Progress in the first two areas is de

pendent on the development of reliable, accurate analytical techniques
to determine the nature and concentration of environmental pollutants.
The concentration levels of pollutants containing metal compounds
(referred to as 'metal pollutants')* in the ambient atmosphere must be
determined in order to relate to the short term and long term health
effects of these substances.

A review of the literature reveals that

many of the elements in ambient air are present in concentrations
3 2
less than 1 pg/m .

The ideal analytical technique for determining

metal compound concentrations would involve an instrument capable of
sampling the ambient air on a continual basis and directly reading the
concentration of the element.

A large volume of air must be sampled

over a long period of time to collect sufficient sample for analysis
by conventional methods.

In addition the results provide a time

average concentration.
Approximately 70% of metal pollutants in ambient air are believed
to be present primarily on particles less than 1 micron in diameter
father than in a gaseous state.

3

Even gaseous pollutants are believed

to collect particulates which may contain a number of elements as a

*The term 'metal pollutants' is defined as pollutants toxic or
nontoxic which contain metal compounds.

3

result of this condensation process.
The quantity of air necessary for analysis depends upon the sen
sitivity of the analytical technique used and the concentration of
pollutant present.

To obtain sufficient sample, the sampling times

may be as high as 24 hours.

When the particulate levels are high,
4

eight hours may be sufficient.

The fluctuation of pollutant concen

tration may be from a varifety of causes as stationary and mobile
sources, weather conditions and incomplete mixing.

Incomplete mixing

is caused by buoyant stability of the plume, mixing time, distance
from the source, source geometry and roughness of the topography."*
To monitor emissions, peak concentration and duration of emission
must be determined.

To insure finding the duration and peak concen

tration of a pollutant the sampling time must be short but repeated
continuously.

A.

Air Sampling Techniques
There are several major air sampling techniques currently in

routine use.

The methods include the following:

1) filtration,®

2) sedimentation,^ 3) centrifugation of suspended particulate matter,®
4) impaction of particles on a collector,"* 5) electrostatic precipitation,

9

in
6) thermal precipitationiU 7) and absorption of the particulate

matter in a solution which extracts the pollutant from the p a r t i c l e . ^
All of these techniques suffer from collection inefficiency over the
complete range of particle sizes present in the atomosphere.

The sample

is often contaminated from materials present in the sampling device.
The withdrawal of sample from the collector and transport to the analy
tical laboratory offers an additional source of contamination.
The sampling techniques do not provide a continuous monitoring of

4

the metal concentration in the ambient air.

Each technique provides

a sample from which an average concentration can be obtained over the
sampling time period.

Although this time averaging effect is important

in personal monitoring systems, it does not reveal maximum or minimum
concentrations.

B.

The Direct Determination of Metals in Air Using Atomic Absorption
Spectroscopy
Flame atomic absorption spectroscopy has been used for the deter-

12
mination of metals in particulate matter scrubbed from the air.

The

sensitivities obtained are on the order of 0.1 to 1 ppm which necessi3
tates scrubbing out at least 1 m

of air prior to analysis.

This extra

step introduces low error from inefficient scrubbing and high error
from contamination; in addition, there is a significant time delay be
tween sampling and analysis .

These problems can be overcome by greatly

increasing the sensitivity of the method, thus eliminating the require
ment for large samples and eliminating error from contaminations.
Increased sensitivity may be realized by increased free atom pro14
duction from the sample.

It has been shown that flame atomizers are

15
relatively inefficient.

Various means have been used to increase the

number of free atoms in the sampled light path in order to overcome
this inherent difficulty.
16
ner,

These methods include using a long slot bur-

17
multi-pass optics

18, 19, 20
and light path extension adapters.

The increase in sensitivity was not enough to allow the direct real
time determination of metallic constituents in the atmosphere.
Common atmospheric levels of metallic pollutants of interest are
3 ^
in the order of 1 jig/m .

A method, to be useful for the direct

5

analysis of ambient air pollutants, requires that small samples on
the order of 100 cc must be taken.
analysis must be at least 10

-12

The sensitivity required for such

g unless larger samples are analyzed.

Increased sensitivity in the order of 3 to 4 orders of magnitude is
required in order to permit direct analysis of reasonable sample sizes
of air using flame atomizers.
In 1961 B. V. L ’vov produced
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free metal atoms in a hollow

graphite tube placed concentric to the light path in an atomic absorp
tion spectrophotometer.

The analytical sensitivities obtained were

several orders of magnitude greater than flame atomizers; however, the
L'vov atomizer suffered from a lack of accuracy and precision, and
thus was not suitable for quantitative analytical work.

22

The use of

carbon atomization was ignored until the 1969 Atomic Absorption Con
ference in Sheffield, England, when two carbon atomizers were reported.
One was the carbon filament atomizer developed by T. S. West

23

other was the carbon bed atomizer developed by J. W. Robinson.

, the
24

Massman^"* and others 26,27,28 bave built electrothermal atomic
absorption atomizers which depend, like the atomizer developed by
T. S. West on the passage of a large pulse of electric current at a
low voltage through a carbon filament or tube.

The current heated

the carbon to temperatures sufficient to atomize a sample placed on
the resistance element.

While all the resistance heated atomizers

described above exhibited greatly increased sensitivity over flame
atomizers in atomic absorption spectroscopy, none were suitable for
the real time determination of metallic constituents in the ambient

6

air
The carbon -bed atomizer developed by J. W. Robinson was
initially devised as a means of directly measuring metals in am
bient air and was quite different from the resistance heated units
described above.
24
The atomizer was used to determine directly lead, cadmium, and
mercury

29

’

30

shaped cell.
components.

in the atmosphere.

It consisted of a fused silica "T"

Figure 1 illustrates the atomizer with its associated
To facilitate loading of the carbon rod segments, and to

prevent devitrification of the fused silica cell, the atomizer bed
was placed in a fused silica liner or "inner sleeve", which slid
easily into the stem of the "T" shaped cell.

Two lengths of fused

silica tubing were placed near the quartz optical flats on the cross
bar of the "T" shaped cell.
In operation, ambient air was drawn into the stem of the "T"
shaped cell over the heated carbon rod segments.

The carbon reacted

31
with the oxygen in the air
while the nitrogen passed through the
bed unreacted, resulting in total removal of oxygen and the formation
of a highly reducing cargon monoxide atmosphere.

Any metallic species

present, whether organic or inorganic, were reduced to free atoms by
one or more of the following mechanisms:

MX

> M

+ X

MX + C

■> M

+ C

>

+ COX

MX + CO

M

1)

X

2)

3)
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The efficiency of production of free atoms was greatly en»hanced over that produced by flame atomization.

The free atoms

were drawn into the cross-bar of the "T" shaped cell and absorp
tion measurements were made.

Analysis of ambient air was possible

on a continuous and rapid basis.

No additional reagents were re

quired; therefore, contamination of the air sample was prevented,
a definite advantage over previous techniques.

C.

Laboratory Purification of Carbon Rods
The carbon in a carbon furnace acts as an atomizer to produce

free metal atoms from the sample.

Any metallic impurities present

in the carbon bed are swept out along with the sample into the opti
cal path as the carbon is consumed.

These metallic impurities give

rise to a "blank" which in the case of several elements studied was
substantial.
In practice it was found that 'spectroscopically pure' carbon
rods had to be purified further for use in the atomic absorption app
aratus.

The process used to purify the carbon rods was to place the

carbon rod segments into the atomizer cell and inductively heat them
o
to 1500 C.

A slow flow of purified air was drawn through the hot car

bon bed while the atomic absorption was monitored.

The carbon bed was

deemed sufficiently pure when the atomic absorption decreased to a
predetermined value of about 40% absorption with a flow rate of 100 cc/
minute.

This purification process was time consuming and varied greatly

between manufacturers.

Some carbon rods could not be cleaned to the
32

prerequisite purity even after cleaning several weeks.
It was seen that the above described laboratory purification pro

9

cess was unacceptably slow and unrealiable.

It was necessary to

develop a process which was effective with all carbon rods from any
manufacturer and at the same time prevented recontamination from
ambient air or from residual contamination left from the purification
of a previous rod.

The purification of the carbon rods should also

use a cheaper means of heating the carbon instead of the RF generator.
The new process should also use readily available or easily constructed
apparatus and require a minimum of operator maintenance.

EQUIPMENT

A.

Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer
The instrument used to determine the impurity levels of the carbon

rods was a laboratory constructed single beam atomic absorption spec
trophotometer.

The apparatus utilized conventional components mounted

on an optical rail and on an adjacent table.

Table I lists the compon

ents of the spectrophotometer and Figure 2 illustrates a block diagram
of the apparatus.

1.

Demountable Hollow Cathode Lamp
Throughout this work a Glomax Demountable Hollow Cathode Lamp

manufactured by Barnes Engineering Company was used as the radiation
source.

The variables affecting operation of the Glomax Demountable

Hollow Cathode Lamp were filler gas, filler gas pressure
current.

and lamp

Table II lists the operating conditions used with the de

mountable hollow cathode lamp.

2.

External Optics and Monochromator
The radiation source, lenses, chopper, atomizer-cell and

10

TABLE

I

COMPONENTS OF THE ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROPHOTOMETER

Monochromator:

Jarrel-Ash Model 82-500, 0.5 meter Ebert
Scanning.

Radiation S o u r c e :

1. Barnes Glomax Demountable Hollow
Cathode Lamp System.
2. Beckman Deuterium Lamp, No. 96280.

Detector:

Jarrel-Ash Model R106 photomultiplier.

Detector Power S u p p l y :
Amplifier:

Hewlett-Packard Harrison Model 6515-A.

P.A.R. Model 126 lock-in with Model 184 Photo
metric Preamplifier.

Recorder:
Chopper:

Beckman Model 10005, 10-inch potentiometric.
Jarrel-Ash mechanical,

RF Gener a t o r :
Air P u m p :
Flowm e t e r :

from Model 82-360 A.A. unit.

Lepel Model T-5-3-mc-j-b, 5000 watt,

3-10 MHz.

Thomas Model 107CA20-1.
Matheson Model 7228, Series 620.

Vacuum P u m p :

Welch Duo-Seal, Model 1404.

Potentiometer:

Heliopot Corp., Model T-10-A,

10,000 ohm,

ten-turn.
Microliter S y r i n g e :

Drummond Sci. C o . , Microdispenser,
1-5 yl.

Spectroscopic C a r b o n :

1. Poco Graphite,

Inc.

2. National Carbon Co.
3. Ultra Carbon Corp.
Quality).

(Blue Label
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monochromator were mounted on a triangular 3-meter optical rail to
insure easy and reproducible optical alignment.

Two 30 mm diameter,

100 mm focal length quartz plano-convex lenses were used to maximize
the radiant energy available from the system.

One lens focused

light from the source along the light path and the second lens foused this energy at the opposite end of the cell onto the monochro
mator slit.
The monochromator was fitted with fixed 100 micron entrance and
exit slits.

The monochromator was factory modified to allow purging

with nitrogen or argon to facilitate

3.

work in the vacuum ultraviolet.

Electronic Components
The high voltage supplied to the photomultiplier was adjusted

to provide the minimum dark current and minimum noise level for the
radiant source used.

Voltages between 400 and 800 volts DC were found

to give the best results in conjunction with the narrow band AC ampli
fier used.

The high voltage was adjusted to provide full scale pen

response once an amplifier gain setting was established.
The level of amplification, damping

and detector voltage were

all found to be interdependent in generating stable noise-free signals.
The photometric preamplifier was always operated at its least sensitive
setting (10 ^ amp/volt).

This was found to be necessary because the

R.F. field was insufficiently shielded and caused the preamplifier to
overload at higher sensitivity settings.

The level of amplification

was set between 1 and 500 millivolts input to provide full scale out
put, depending upon the cathode insert used in the lamp.

Instrument

settings used for these studies are listed in Table III.

The amplifier
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TABLE II
DEMOUNTABLE HOLLOW CATHODE LAMP OPERATING CONDITIONS

Filler
Pressure
Current
Element___________ Gas____________ (mm of Hg)___________ (ma)
As

He

2

30

Cd

He

7

25

Cu

He

10

25

Fe

He

10

50

Hg

He

5

9

Pb

He

8

50

Se

Ar

3

25

T1

He

7

30

Zn

He

7

50
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was operated as a narrow band AC voltmeter rejecting all AC signals
below 100 Hz or above 300 Hz.

In this operational mode the signal

coming from the amplifier contained no component from the 60 Hz power
line signal nor any components resulting from leakage of the RF radia
tion used to heat the carbon bed.

The amplifier also contained inter

nal noise reduction circuits and these were used to provide 30 to 300
millisecond full scale output from the amplifier.
The output of the amplifier was monitored using a potentiometric
strip chart recorder.

The signal output from the amplifier was 0-10

volts and the maximum input range of- the recorder was 0-100 millivolts,
therefore a voltage divider in the form of a precision ten-turn 10 K
potentiometer was used to interface these components.

B.

Quartz Atomizer-Cell Description
The dimensions of the atomizer-cell used in these studies are

shown in Figure 4.
Two exhaust port tubes were fused to the quartz cell 25 mm from
the ends of the optical path section to minimize contact between the
hot gases from the atomizer and the unheated quartz windows.

This 25

mm stand-off distance was necessary to prevent the quartz optical
flats from becoming devitrified.
The end windows were 12.5 mm diameter 1.5 mm thick quartz
optical flats fused to the quartz optical path section.

Earlier pro

cedures used to fuse the windows to the optical path section produced
weak, or distorted windows.

A satisfactory technique was developed
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TABLE III
INSTRUMENT SETTINGS USED FOR THE CARBON

-

ROD PURIFICATION STUDIES
Amplifier Sensitivity
Detector Voltage
Element__________________ (mv)________________________ (volts)
As

5

650

Cd

200

550

Cu

200

550

Fe

20

650

Hg

100

700

Pb

100

700

Se

5

650

T1

100

700

Zn

500

650
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as follows:

1)

The heavy walled optical path section was heated and the end

flared to 14 mm inside diameter.

The flaring was done with a spectro

scopically pure carbon rod which had been tapered to a point.

Care was

taken to prevent overheating the carbon rod because doing so resulted in
the formation of silicon carbide.

The window will not adhere to this

material.
2)

The optical flat was inserted into the flared end and the

optical path section placed in a vertical position.

The exterior

surface of the quartz tubing was heated with a small flame while the
wall was collapsed around the optical flat using a spectroscopically
pure carbon rod which had been ground to a chisel point.
3)

Final alignment of the end window perpendicular to the optical

path was performed by paddling the exterior of the optical path tubing
near the optical flat.
The above procedure was found to reduce distortion in the small
diameter optical flat caused by overheating during the sealing opera
tion.

The resultant seal was vacuum tight and remained so after many

20°C to 900°C cycles.

C.

Lepel R.F. Generator
The carbon rod segments were inductively heated by means of a

Lepel Model T-5-3-MC-J-B, 5000 watt, 2-10 MHz radio frequency gener
ator.

The generator was operated in the 8-10 MHz frequency range

because this R.F. range was found to produce the fastest heating
of the carbon bed.

Power was supplied to a ten turn 100 mm long

30 ram inside diameter coil of

1/4

inch diameter copper tubing
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having equally spaced turns.
The R.F. power output of the generator was adjustable within a
range of about 100 to 5000 watts.

The power settings used through

out these studies were between 1500 and 2500 watts to generate a
bed setting of 1500°C.

D.

Clean Air System
Clean air was made by passing compressed tank air through a

Drierite and an activated charcoal and a 0.47 micron pore Millipore
filter to absorb water and molecular species, both organic and in
organic, present in the tank air.

The purified air was supplied under

positive pressure to the atomizer-cell.

Figure 5 illustrates the

air purification system used for removal of contaminants from tank air.

E.

Transformer
The initial work on cleaning carbon rods indicated that impurities

were removed faster at increased temperature.
o
limited to 1500 C.

Cleaning in situ was

o
Resistive heating achieved temperatures near 3000 C

in industrial, processes by passing high currents- at low voltages through
carbon rod heater elements.

Resistive heating required the use of

special transformers and connectors to generate these high temperatures.
A description of the transformers used to provide the high current at low
voltage is given below while a description of the carbon rod holders
used in the purification process is given in the next section.
Two 9 volt 500 amp transformers manufactured by Signal Transformer
Company were used.

These transformers had an isolated secondary

winding which eliminated the shock hazard to laboratory personnel.

FIGURE NUMBER
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The primary and secondary windings were connected in a series
configuration to give an output of 18 volts at 500 amps output with
an input of 235 volts 60 Hz.

It was found that the power handling

capacity of the two transformers was greater than that which was
available in the laboratory.

To circumvent the cost and delay of

having special wiring installed in the laboratory, a high current
Variac variable transformer was installed in a series configuration
with the primary windings of the transformers.
the circuit used to heat the carbon rod.

Figure 6 illustrates

Temperatures were obtained

up to 2850°C using the 235 volt 30 amp 60 Hz power line available in
the laboratory.
The two 9 volt transformers were designed specifically for very
high current loads without requiring forced air cooling, therefore,
no cooling shroud was constructed for these transformers.

F.

Carbon Rod Holders
The object of these studies was to investigate purification of

"spectroscopically pure" carbon rods.

The rod holders must be con

structed of material which will conduct the large currents without
being heated excessively themselves.

The electrodes must be capable

of dissipating the heat lost from the rods by conduction, while at
the same time, the heat lost due to conduction must be a minimum in
order to allow the rods to attain the maximum temperature with the
minimum power input.

The holder design must allow for thermal ex

pansion of the carbon rod while providing sufficient electrical con
tact.

Also, the materials with which the holders are constructed

must not contaminate the rods even at the high operating temperatures.

FIGURE NUMBER
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Several carbon rod holder designs were used in initial purifica
tion experiments and the deficiencies in each design became manifest.
The final design is illustrated in Figure 7.
It was found that the intense heat radiated from the carbon rod
may not be effectively contained without a bulky water cooling jacket;
therefore, a transparent 50 mm outside diameter quartz sleeve was used.
This also prevented air from consuming the heated carbon rod.

The

internal wall of the quartz sleeve was 25 mm away from the carbon rod,
a distance sufficiently removed from the rod that the quartz never
melted or showed signs of devitrification.
Quartz was chosen as the sleeve material because it did not con
taminate the heated carbon rod.

The cylindrical shield surrounding

the carbon rod near its base was machined into the water cooled elec
trode body to prevent radiant heat from the carbon rod from rapidly
burning the external "0" ring.
The "0" ring of high temperature resistant Viton A rubber was
designed to provide an outside seal on the quartz sleeve.

An outside

seal was used since it caused less strain on the quartz sleeve.
Localized heating of the ends of the quartz tubing caused the n0M
ring seal to become brittle and crack.
were tested, but,

Buna-n and neoprene "0" rings

these materials either melted or turned brittle

and cracked more than the Viton "0" rings.

The n0" ring seal also

allowed the quartz tube to slide on and off of the electrode body
easily.

This facilitated the loading and removal of the carbon rods

along with compensating for the expansion of the carbon rod as it was
being heated.
The gas port in the brass rod holder base allowed a controlled
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gas atmosphere to be introduced into the enclosed chamber under a
positive pressure.
body, therefore,

The gas port was part of the water cooled brass

there was minimal contamination of the gas stream

from evaporation of metal from the brass holders.

The inlet gas tube

was constructed from a three inch long section of 1/4 inch outside
diameter copper tubing.

The diameter of this tube was turned on a

lathe to exactly 0.250 inches.

A hole was machined in the brass body

to exactly 0.250 inches diameter.

The tube was joined into the holder

body by heating the brass body with a hydrogen rich, hydrogen-oxygen
flame thereby expanding the hole in the brass body.

The copper tube

o
was cooled to -195 C by immersion into liquid nitrogen thus reducing
its diameter.

The cold tube Was inserted into the hole in the hot

brass body and the resulting shrink fitted joint allowed to reach room
temperature.

The joint was air tight when pressurized after the brass

body had reached room temperature.

The joint was silver soldered with

a special silver solder which contained no cadmium or lead using
reagent grade zinc chloride as a flux.

The soldering was done using

a hydrogen rich hydrogen-oxygen flame to prevent- contamination from
lead.

The inlet gas system was connected via a Swagelok 1/4 inch

brass tubing connector to a length of 1/4 inch outside diameter 3/16
inch inside diameter polypropylene tubing.
The carbon rod fit into the center hole which was in the core of
the water cooled brass body.

The holder was machined from a solid

piece of brass with the water cooling jacket cut out from the initial
solid form; therefore, there was no material, except brass, exposed
to the enclosed chamber in which the carbon rod was heated.

The center
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hole into which the carbon rod fit was drilled to a diameter of 17/64
inch.

This hole was 1/64 inch larger than the diameter of the carbon

rod and provided for good electrical contact as the rod became heated
and expanded.

The rod was also held in place with a 3/32 inch brass

screw threaded into the water cooled brass body.
Water cooling for the carbon rod holders was provided through
three inch lengths of 1/4 inch diameter copper tubing connected via
Swagelok 1/4 inch brass tubing connectors to lengths of 1/4 inch
outside diameter 3/16 inch inside diameter polypropylene tubing.

One

end of the polypropylene tubing was connected to a source of tap water
and the other to the drain.

Tap water circulating through the carbon

rod holders provided cooling when the carbon rod was heated.

EXPERIMENTAL
Spectroscopically pure carbon rods from various manufacturers
were heated resistively using the carbon rod holders previously
described.

The heated rods were allowed to cool while in the carbon

rod holders as a slow stream of purge gas was introduced.

The cooled

rods were placed into precleaned 300 ml capacity airtight polyethylene
jars.

The jars containing the heated carbon rods were stored in a

plexiglass glovebox pressurized with dried, purified

and filtered

air.
The heated portion of the carbon rods was cut into 10 to 20 mm
segments using a pair of stainless steel bone cutters to minimize
contamination.

A 20 mm length from each end of the rod which was in

contact with the brass holder was discarded to eliminate possible brass
contamination on the carbon.

The cut carbon rod segments were stored
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in

a 300 ml precleaned polyethylene jar in the plexiglas

glovebox.

The spectroscopically pure carbon rods used in these studies
were expensive and in short supply.

In an attempt to economize in

the use of the rods, a bed of carbon rod segments, which had been
previously cleaned and determined to have a constant blank for the
element under investigation, was constructed to a height of about
60 mm.

The resistively heated carbon rod segments were then placed

on top of this bed to bring the height up to 100 ram.

This procedure

resulted in an approximate 60% savings in resistive heating, time
and money.

A.

Cleaning of the Polyethylene Storage Jars
Narrow mouth polyethylene jars with an approximate capacity of

300 ml were rinsed with doubly distilled deionized water.

The jars

were then placed inside a glove bag and filled with a 50% v/v solution
of nitric acid in doubly distilled deionized water.

The polyethylene

jar caps were placed in a tetrafluoroethylene beaker and the dilute
nitric acid added.

A cylindrical piece of tetrafluoroethylene rod was

placed in the beaker on top of the jar caps to prevent them from float
ing in the acid.

The polyethylene ware was allowed to stand overnight

in contact with the dilute acid before being rinsed three times with
purified water.
The jars were shaken to remove the bulk of the water adhering to
the walls, then transferred, after being capped, to the plexiglass
glovebox.

The jars were capped prior to transfer in order to prevent

contamination from ambient air.

The jars were allowed to dry in the

glovebox while a slow flow of purified, dried and filtered air was
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introduced.

The dried jars were capped, removed from the clean box,

labelled and replaced in the clean box for later use.

B.

Selection of Carbon Rods for Studies
Carbon rods from various manufacturers and of various grades were

chosen for these studies.

It had been determined in previous experi

ments that trace metal impurity levels varied in rods from different
manufacturers and that the impurity levels also varied from lot to
lot from a given manufacturer.

In an attempt to minimize the statis

tical error in choosing a carbon rod which may be more heavily contam
inated than another rod of the same type, several 12 inch long carbon
rods were removed from each box.
6 inch rods.

These carbon rods were cut into two

One 6 inch rod was placed into a precleaned polyethylene

jar marked "Unburned" and the other 6 inch rod after being heated was
placed in a jar marked "Burned".

A carbon rod bed made from the

"Unburned" carbon indicated the average trace metal contamination of
the randomly chosen rods.

Any deviation in the atomic absorption ob

served between the two batches of carbon rods when analyzed in the
atomizer-cell indicated the extent that the trace metal contamination
was removed from the carbon rods.

C.

Gases Used as Atmospheres While Heating the Carbon Rods
The carbon rods were resistively heated in various atmospheres

using a flowing gas stream.
nitrogen., and argon.

The gases used were compressed tank air,

All gases were passed through a Drierite filled

drying tube, and activated coconut charcoal filled tube, and a 0.47
micron size filter before being introduced into the carbon rod holders.
The flow rate was 40 cc/min both during heating and cooling cycles.
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D.

Vapors Added to Carbon Rod Atmosphere During Heating
Chemical vapors were introduced into the argon gas stream during a

series of studies on the removal of lead from the carbon rods.

Scrubbed

argon was bubbled at 100 cc/min either through warmed carbon tetrachlo
ride or 2,4-pentanedione before being introduced into the carbon rod holder.
Chlorine and bromine, in separate experiments, were added to the
argon atmosphere surrounding the heated carbon rod.

Chlorine, obtained

from a lecture bottle (Matheson, High Purity), was introduced into the
flowing scrubbed argon gas stream by continuous dilution of the gaseous
contents of a 500 ml flask.

Bromine vapor was introduced at room

temperature by passing the scrubbed argon over several drops of the
liquid placed in a large test tube.

The argon flow in both of these

studies was 100 cc/min.

E.

Immersion of the Carbon Rods in Acid Prior to Heating
Two 6 inch carbon rods were soaked in various acids for twelve

hours prior to heating.

Concentrated reagent grade hydrochloric acid,

concentrated reagent grade nitric acid, and an equal mixture of the
two acids were placed in three separate Pyrex tubes and two carbon
rods were placed into each tube.

The rods, after soaking for 12

hours, were removed and placed in an oven to dry at 150°C for two
hours.

Drying was done by placing the carbon rods into three separate

open lengths of 20 mm diameter pyrex tubing placed in a drying oven.
The dried rods and glass tubes were allowed to cool in the clean box.
A filter paper plug was inserted into each end of the glass tubes before
removing the tubes from the oven.

This precaution was taken to prevent

airborne dust from contaminating the carbon rods.
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The cooled rods were individually removed from the clean box and
heated in the carbon rod holders for 24 minutes at 2000°C in a nitrogen
gas stream.

The rods were allowed to cool for 5 minutes in the same

gas stream.

F.

Analysis of Carbon Rods
The carbon rods were all cut into 10 to 20 mm segments and suffi

cient rod segments placed in an inner sleeve to a height of 100 mm.
The inner sleeve was then installed in the quartz atomizer-cell.

The

O
o
bed of carbon rod segments was inductively heated to 1500 C + 25 C
while a stream of purified compressed tank air was drawn through the
carbon bed at a flow rate of 100 cc/min.

The emission from the Barnes

"Glomax" demountable hollow cathode lamp was focused through the quartz
optical path tube and the percent absorption of the atomic resonance
line of the element under investigation monitored.
Strip chart recorder traces of the percent absorption as a function
of time were obtained before and after heating the bed.

The recorder

tracings made before the field was applied indicated the stability of
the light source.

The tracings made while the rods were heated in

dicated the quantity of free metal atoms swept into the optical path
from the hot carbon bed.

A comparison of the atomic absorption caused

by trace metal atoms coming from the purified rods was made with that
coming from the unpurified rods.

The results from these experiments

are illustrated in Figures 8 to 17.

G.

Neutron Activation Analysis of Carbon Rod Segments
Five grams of heated and unheated Ultra Carbon Blue Label carbon

rod segments, which had been cut into 10 mm lengths in the plexiglas
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clean box, were placed In a snapcap polyethylene vial which had been
previously cleaned by washing with nitric acid and dried in the glove
bag.

The polyethylene vials were sealed by melting the snap-cap to

the body of the vial using a heated aluminum rod which had been ground
to a chisel point.

The carbon rod segments were placed into the

Georgia Tech experimental nuclear reactor, exposed to the thermal
neutron flux for two hours, removed, allowed to decay for two minutes,
and counted using a multi-channel analyzer in conjunction with a
lithium doped germanium detector.

The vial of unheated carbon rod

segments was counted for 15 minutes and the vial of carbon rod segments
which had been heated was counted for 30 minutes.

RESULTS
The data presented in Figures 8 through 17 were obtained by read
ing the percent absorption values from strip chart recorder tracings
at selected time intervals.

The brands of carbon rod used in each study

are given on the figure while the temperature and flow gas are given in
the text of the following sections.

The R.F. heated rods were heated

under purified air at a flow rate of 100 ml/min.
rods were heated under argon at 40 ml/min.

A.

The resistence heated

All rods were cooled in argon.

Removal of Arsenic from Carbon Rods
Figure 8 illustrates the arsenic removed from two brands of carbon

rods during a 25 minute period of R.F. heating to 1500°C.

The National

rods were resistively heated to 2600°C for one hour while the Ultra Car
bon rods were resistively heated to 2580°C for one hour.
of rods were allowed to cool for 5 minutes.
sonance line was monitored in all cases.

Both brands

The arsenic 193.7 nm re
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A high initial absorption was observed in all arsenic studies;
however, the initial absorption was reduced considerably by resistive
heating in a flowing inert atmosphere.

The time required to reach

a reasonably constant absorption value was also greatly reduced for
this element by resistive heating.

The arsenic levels of the two dif

ferent brands of carbon rods differed slightly.

The final value of

arsenic contamination after 25 minutes of R.F. heating was the same
whether the rod was resistively

reheated or not indicating the pres

ence of metal contamination very firmly bound in the rods.

B.

Removal of Cadmium from Carbon Rods
Figure 9 illustrates the cadmium removed from two brands of carbon

rods during a 50 minute period of R.F. heating to 1500°C.

The National

rods were resistively heated to 2600°C for one hour while the Ultra
Carbon rods were resistively heated to 2550°C for one hour.
of rods were allowed to cool for 5 minutes.

Both brands

The cadmium 228.8 nm atomic

resonance line was monitored in all cases.
A high initial absorption was observed in all cadmium studies; how
ever, the decrease to a constant absorption value was slower in the case
of National rods.
heating.

The initial absorption was reduced by resistive

The time required to reach a reasonably constant absorption

value was greatly reduced by resistive heating.

The cadmium contamina

tion of the two brands of carbon rods differed with the Ultra Carbon
rods being slightly less contaminated.

The cadmium emanating from each

brand of carbon rod was approximately the same after 50 minutes of R.F.
heating despite the pretreatment by resistive heating.
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C.

Removal of Copper and Zinc from Carbon Rods
Ultra Carbon Blue Label rods were reslstively heated to 2650°C

for one hour.

These rods were allowed to cool for 5 minutes, removed

from the holders, and segmented in the clean box.
to touch the rods with the brass holders.

Care was taken not

The end 20 mm section of

each rod which contacted the holders was discarded.
The copper 324.7 run and the zinc 213.9 nm atomic resonance lines
were both monitored.

The atomic absorption rose to 100%, within one

minute from the time the R.F. generator was turned on, for each of the
two resonance lines monitored and remained at or near 100% for the
next four" hours.

The atomic absorption for each element fell to 0%

when the R.F. generator was turned off and the carbon bed allowed to
cool or when the hot carbon bed was removed from the atomizer cell
indicating that the bed was the source of copper or zinc rather than
contamination.

The atomic absorptions returned to 100% when the car

bon rod bed was replaced in' the atomizer cell and allowed to attain a
temperature of 1500°C.

The atomic absorptions decreased slightly when

the flow of air drawn through the hot carbon bed was increased from 100
to 500 cc/min.
Ultra Carbon Blue Label rods which had not been resistively heated
using the brass carbon rod holders exhibited the same 100% atomic ab
sorption for both elements over the 4 hour R.F. heating period of in
vestigation.

The observation indicated that the carbon rods were con

taminated for both copper and zinc when they arrived in these labora
tories; possibly by contact with brass during manufacturing.
up procedure was not satisfactory.

The clean
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D.

Removal of Iron from Carbon Rods
Figure 10 illustrates the iron removed from Ultra Carbon Blue

Label rods during a 25 minute period of R.F. heating to 1500°C.

The

resistively heated carbon rods were heated to 2575°C for one hour.
The rods were allowed to cool for 5 minutes.

The iron 248.3 nm atomic

resonance line was monitored during this study.

Considerable purifi

cation was observed.
There was an initial rise in the atomic absorption due to iron
in the carbon rods, however, this increase was not as large as that
observed for As and Cd.

The absorption due to iron released from

the resistively heated carbon rods decreased to a constant level
faster than that from the control rods and reached a lower level.

E.

Removal of Mercury from Carbon Rods
Figure 11 illustrates the mercury removed from Ultra Carbon Blue

Label rods during a 25 minute period of R.F. heating to 1500°C.
carbon rods were resistively heated to 2550°C for one hour.
were allowed to cool for 5 minutes.

The

The rods

The mercury 253.7 nm atomic re

sonance line was monitored during this study.
A high initial absorption was observed as soon as the carbon rod
bed began to be heated.

A small absorption was observed as soon as

the carbon rod bed was placed into the hot atomizer-cell; however, the
absorption rose rapidly as the carbon was heated by the R.F. field but
o
decreased rapidly as the carbon rod bed remained at 1500 C.

The atomic

absorption from both types of carbon rods reached a constant level
within one minute after the carbon rod bed was inductively heated.
The resistively heated carbon rods were found to contain signifi-
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ficantly lower quantities of mercury than those rods which had not been
preheated.

The initial absorption did not rise to 100% in the case of

the resistively heated rods and the background absorption for the re
sistively heated rods was lower after only one minute of R.F. heating.

F.

Removal of Lead from Carbon Rods
Lead was the element we were primarily concerned with removing

from carbon rods during these studies since we were measuring the
ambient lead levels in air using atomic absorption with a carbon
atomizer.

The lead levels in ambient air were low, on the order of

3
1 pg/m , and this required that the trace lead contamination of our
carbon rods also be low in order to get reliable results.

1.

National Carbon Rods
Figure 12 illustrates the lead removed from National Carbon

rods during a 90 minute period of R.F. heating to 1500°C.
283.3

The lead

nm atomic resonance line was monitored throughout these studies.

The resistively heated carbon rods were heated to the following tempera
tures in the following gas streams:
A)

2000°C in a flowing nitrogen gas stream of 40 cc/min for one

B)

o
2300 C in a flowing nitrogen gas stream of 40 cc/min for one

C)

2600°C in a flowing argon stream of 40 cc/min for one hour.

hour

hour

The rods were all allowed to cool for 5 minutes in the flowing gas stream.
A high initial absorption was observed in all studies as the carbon
rod bed was inductively heated to 1500°C.

The initial absorption rose
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only to 90 percent of full scale for the carbon rods resistively

o

o

heated to 2300 C and to 2600 C while the initial absorption rose
to 100% for the rods heated to lower temperatures.

This behavior

indicated that a greater amount of lead was removed from the rods
at the higher temperatures.
A negligible difference in absorption after 90 minutes was
o
observed between the carbon rods heated only by R.F. to 1500 C and
o
the carbon rods resistively heated to 2000 C in a nitrogen gas stream.
There was a small difference in absorption after 90 minutes, from 42%
to 33%, between the control rods only inductively heated and the rods
o
resistively preheated to 2300 C in a nitrogen atmosphere.

There was

a significant difference, however, in absorption after 90 minutes,
from 42% to 11%, between the control rods only inductively heated and
the rods resistively preheated to 2600°C in a flowing argon stream.

2.

Poco Carbon Rods
Figure 13 illustrates the absorption from lead removed from

Poco Carbon rods during a 90 minute period of R.F. heating to 1500°C.
Three types are shown: first, untreated carbon; second, heated carbon
rods heated to 1850°C in a flowing nitrogen gas stream at 40 cc/min;
third, carbon rods he&ted to 2500°C in a flowing argon stream at
40 cc/min.
As can be seen, a high initial absorption was observed in all
studies^the worst being the untreated carbon.

When the carbon rods

were preheated at 1850°C, the absorption remained at 100% for 5 min
utes and decreased slowly, while the carbon rods preheated to 2500°C
gave an absorption that decreased rapidly from the initial 100%.
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The initial absorption in all cases was 100% with Poco Carbon rods
while it was only 90% with National Carbon rods resistively pre
heated to 2300°C and higher.
There was a significant difference between the absorption observed
after 60 minutes using the inductively heated rods and those rods reo
sistively preheated to 1850 C for one hour prior to analysis, however,
there was little difference,
after 90 minutes.

(42% to 38%), in the absorptions observed

There was considerable difference in absorption be

tween the rods heated only inductively and those resistively preheated
for one hour to 2500°C in an argon gas stream.

The absorption after 30

minutes was reduced from 91% for the control rods to 30% for the resis
tively preheated rods while the absorption after 90 minutes was reduced
from 42% for the control rods to 23% for the resistively preheated rods.
Further, while the lead absorption from the control rods decreased
slowly from a high level after 30 minutes of R.F. heating, the absorp
tion due to lead coming from the high temperature resistively preheated
rods had reached a relatively low constant level.

3.

Ultra Carbon
Figure 14 illustrates the lead removed from Ultra Carbon Blue

Label rods during a 90 minute period of R.F. heating to 1500°C.

The

lead 283.3 nm atomic resonance line was monitored throughout these
studies.

The resistively heated carbon rods were heated to the follow

ing temperatures in the following gas streams:
A)

2000°C in a flowing nitrogen gas stream of 60 cc/min for one

B)

2150°C in a flowing argon gas stream of 20 cc/min for one hour

hour
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C)

2580°C in a

flowing argon gas stream

of 40 cc/min for one hour

D)

2730°C in a

flowing argon gas stream

of 40 cc/min for one hour

E)

2720°C in a

flowing argon gas stream

of 100 cc/min for one hour.

All the

rods were allowed to cool

for 3 minutes in the flowing gas

stream.
The high initial absorption was observed in all studies when the
carbon rod bed was inductively heated to 1500°C.
tion rose to 100%.

The initial absorp

Similar behavior was not observed for National

Carbon rods used in the previous study but was observed for Poco Car
bon rods.
Similar absorption levels were observed between the control rods
inductively heated and the rods resistively preheated to 2150°C in the
argon gas stream flowing at 20 cc/min.

The slow flow rate of inert

gas apparently did not sufficiently remove the lead from the enclosed
atmosphere as it was volatilized from the carbon rod resulting in a
recontamination of the rod.

The absorption levels observed for the

rods resistively heated to 2000°C in the nitrogen gas stream flowing
at the faster 60 cc/min were much lower than those of the control rods.
This observation supported the theory that the volatilized lead was not
sufficiently removed from the chamber's atmosphere by a slower gas flow.
A difference in absorption levels was observed between the two batches
of carbon rods heated above 2700°C.

The carbon rods heated in the

greater (100 cc/min) argon flow cleaned up faster and the absorption
after 90 minutes was lower.

This observation further substantiated the

theory that the volatilized lead was not effectively removed at the
lower flow rate.
The absorption levels were lower as the temperature of resistive
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preheating was increased.

This was observed for all brands of carbon

rods studied.

G.

Removal of Selenium from Carbon Rods
Figure 15 illustrates the selenium removed from Ultra Carbon Blue

Label rods during a 25 minute period of R.F. heating to 1500°C.
carbon rods were resistively heated to 2570°C for one hour.
were allowed to cool for 5 minutes.

The

The rods

The selenium 196.1 nm atomic re

sonance line was monitored during this study.

The monochromator was

flushed with purified, filtered argon to displace the air prior to the
analysis of the carbon rods.
A high initial absorption was observed for the control rods in
ductively heated only.
preheated rods.

This initial absorption was not as high for the

The absorption levels were identical after 25 minutes

for both batches of carbon rods, however, the resistively preheated
rods reached the 3% absorption level after only 5 minutes of R.F. heating.
The carbon rods heated only by R.F. induction required the full 25
minutes to reach this same level of cleanliness.

H.

Removal of Thallium from Carbon Rods
Figure 16 illustrates the thallium removed from Ultra Carbon Blue

o
Label rods during a 25 minute period of R.F. heating to 1500 C.
carbon rods were resistively heated to 2500°C for one hour.
were allowed to cool for 4 minutes.

The

The rods

The thallium 276.8 nm atomic re

sonance line was monitored during this study.

The axis of Figure 16

reads from 0 to 40% absorption instead of 0 to 100% absorption as in
the previous figures.
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The increase in absorption did not rise to 100% as had been the
case for many of the other elements studied.

There was a significant

difference in the initial absorption levels between the different
treated rods.

The absorption decreased slowly after the rods were in

ductively heated.

The final absorption levels after 25 minutes were

slightly lower for the rods which were resistively preheated.

I.

Resistive Heating of Carbon Rods in a Flowing Stream of Air
The method used prior to these studies for the removal of trace

metal contamination from carbon rods was to heat the rods inductively
o
to 1500 C while a slow flow of air was drawn through the carbon bed.
It was believed that the carbon monoxide produced by contact of oxygen
from the air with the hot carbon assisted in volatilizing the trace
metal impurities from the carbon rods.
Carbon rods resistively heated to a higher temperature in a flowing
stream of air were found to be consumed rapidly by the oxygen which caused
the middle portion of the carbon rod to become very thin and eventually
break.

The thin portion of the rod became hotter since its reduced cross

sectional area resulted in a higher electrical resistance.
the carbon rod which did not burn away rapidly was

The portion of

cooler because alesser

amount of power was dissipated due to its larger cross sectional area.
The carbon rod portion which was cooler did not burn away as rapidly as
the hotter middle portion of the rod.
The carbon rods became coated with a fluffy powder of carbon dust
which prevented the termperature from being measured accurately
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with the optical pyrometer.

The carbon dust fell from the carbon rods

after they had been heated and came into contact with the brass carbon
rod holders.

It was felt that some of the carbon dust may be swept up

from the surface of the carbon rod holders by the incoming gas stream
and cause contamination to the carbon rod.
It was determined that the use of air as a flowing gas stream was
not desirable to sweep trace metal contamination from the hot carbon
rods; therefore, other gases, more inert than air, were used in these
studies.

J.

Chemical Vapors Introduced into the Inert Gas Stream
Several commercial techniques for purifying carbon rods use chemi

cal vapors in an inert gas stream to remove trace metal contamination.
Carbon rods were contained and heated in carbon tube furnaces which are
inert to many chemical vapors.

The brass carbon rod holders used in

earlier studies were not inert to several of the chemical vapors used
in these experiments.

1.

Carbon Tetrachloride
Carbon tetrachloride vapors introduced into the stream of

purified argon gas decomposed on contact with the heated carbon rod.
It was hoped that the decomposition product, chlorine, would assist
in removing trace metal contamination from the carbon rods; however,
the chlorine reacted with the brass holders causing the brass to
tarnish rapidly.

There was a slight yellow-brown discoloration formed

on the quartz sleeve surrounding the carbon rod along with some
yellow-brown deposit formed on the carbon rod near the cool brass
holder.

This yellow-brown substance dissolved in water to produce
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a pale blue-green solution suggesting that copper chloride was forming
from the reaction between the brass and chloride.
hydroxide

Addition of ammonium

produced the deep blue copper amine complex indicating that

the brass was definitely reacting with the chlorine produced by decom
position of the carbon tetrachloride.
In addition to the yellow-brown deposit formed on the quartz
sleeve, there was also a thin layer of a "soot-like" material deposited
on the carbon rod and the quartz sleeve.

This material was probably

carbon formed from the decomposition of the carbon tetrachloride but
it also probably contained some carbon dust removed from the hot
carbon rod.
None of the carbon rods heated in the carbon tetrachloride vapors
were analyzed in the atomic absorption instrument for fear of contam
inating the quartz atomizer-cell with metals evaporated from the
electrode surfaces.

The electrodes and quartz sleeve were carefully

cleaned by washing the brass parts in dilute hydrochloric acid and the
quartz sleeve in nitric acid.

All of the components were rinsed in

doubly distilled, deionized water, reassembled -and allowed to dry in
a stream of purified argon.

2.

2,4-Pentanedione
2,4-Pentanedione forms volatile complexes with many metals;

therefore, the reagent was expected to assist in the removal of trace
metal impurities from the carbon rods.

Vapors of the reagent intro

duced into the stream of purified argon gas decomposed on contact with
the heated carbon rod and deposited a soot-like material on the
sleeve, electrode surfaces and carbon rod.

It was felt that the

quartz
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chemical vapors may have formed volatile compounds containing
metals from contact with the electrode surfaces and that these
volitilized substances deposited their metal atoms on the carbon
rod as the complex decomposed.

The carbon rods heated in the

acetylacetone vapors were not analyzed for fear of contaminating
the quartz atomizer cell with metals evaporated from the brass
electrode surfaces.

The electrodes and quartz sleeve were cleaned

in the same manner as had been done previously after the carbon
tetrachloride introduction experiment.

3.

Halogen Vapors
The first series of these experiments in which chemical vapors

were introduced into the flowing gas stream was performed using either
chlorine or bromine.

The introduction of either of these halogens caused

the immediate tarnishing of the shiny brass carbon rod holders.

Con

tinued introduction of these halogens while the carbon rod was being
heated caused the formation of a yellow-brown film to form rapidly on
the quartz sleeve near the electrode surfaces.

A yellow-brown film

also was observed to form on the carbon rod near the cool brass elec
trodes.

This film was readily removed with water to give a pale blue-

green solution which turned deep blue upon the addition of concentrated
ammonium hydroxide.

This test indicated that copper was removed from

the surface of the brass electrodes and had contaminated the atmosphere
surrounding the heated carbon rod.
the halogen vapors was

None of the carbon rods heated in

analyzed in the atomic absorption instrument

for fear of contaminating the quartz atomizer-cell with metal evapor
ated from the electrode surfaces.
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The electrodes were cleaned carefully after the introduction of
each halogen vapor to insure complete removal of volatile trace metal
compounds.

The cleaning procedure consisted of rinsing the brass

electrode bodies several times with dilute hydrochloric acid, followed
by several rinses with dilute nitric acid

and then with several final

rinses with doubly distilled deionized water.

The quartz sleeve was

rinsed with dilute hydrochloric acid.followed by a soaking in warm
concentrated nitric acid.

The quartz sleeve was removed from the

nitric acid after about three hours and rinsed several times with
the purified water.
The carbon rod holder was then reassembled using new Viton "0"
rings and a slow stream of dried and purified tank nitrogen introduced
through the inlet gas port.

The flowing gas stream evaporated all

remaining moisture from the inside surfaces of the carbon rod holder.

K.

Soaking the Carbon Rods in Reagent Grade Acids
The carbon rods which were soaked in the reagent grade acids were

removed from the drying oven, placed in the carbon rod holders and
resistively heated to 2000°C for 24 minutes in a. nitrogen gas stream.
These rods were cooled in the nitrogen gas stream and segmented in
the clean box.
Figure 17 illustrates the lead removed from the National Carbon
rods during a 60 minute period of R.F. heating to 1500°C while 500 cc/
min of purified air was drawn through the heated carbon bed.

The lead

283.3 nm atomic resonance line was monitored throughout this study.
The flow rate of purified air passing through the carbon bed was higher
in these studies than in the previous studies.

Because of the rapid
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flow of air, the absorption levels observed were low.

The large

quantity of gas diluted the lead atoms volatilized from the carbon
bed, reducing their concentration in the optical path

and resulted

in lower observed absorption levels.
High initial absorption was observed when the rods were induc
tively heated.

The absorption was characteristic for most metals

studied in this investigation of the removal of trace metals from
carbon rods.

Soaking the carbon rods in acid prior to resistive

heating did not significantly reduce the trace lead atoms removed
from the carbon rods in the initial minutes of inductive heating.
There was a rapid decrease in absorption observed for the carbon rods
which were soaked in acids prior to resistive heating.

Also the

ab

sorption observed after 45 minutes was lower for the control carbon
rods which were not soaked in reagent grade acids.

L.

Observations Made While Resistively Heating Carbon Rods
1.

Smoke Formation
There was always an initial large quantity of gray smoke

emitted from the carbon rods on resistive heating to red heat (about
1000°C) and it continued for only a few seconds.

The smoke formed

only when the carbon rod was resistively heated for the first time
and was independent of the heating rate or the surrounding atmosphere.
The gray smoke formed a dark colored film on the inner wall of
the quartz tube as it condensed.

A flowing gas stream purged the

smoke from the carbon rod holder but the film always formed when a
fresh rod was heated.

The density of the film decreased when the

gas flow was increased and the film was the condensation product of
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material evaporated from the carbon rod matrix.
It was removed readily from the quartz sleeve by wiping with a
clean tissue and was slightly soluble in benzene to produce a light
brown solution and more soluble in concentrated nitric acid to form
a reddish brown solution. It probably originated from the tar-like
binders used in carbon manufacture.

2.

Resistance Differences between Carbon Rod Types
The equilibrium temperature reached by a rod was determined

by the potential placed across it and its resistance.

Carbon rods of

a similar type from any given manufacturer reached similar temper
atures but rods of a similar type from different manufacturers reached
different temperatures when the same potential was applied across them.
o
o
This difference was often as much as 200 C at 2500 C.

Clearly the elec

trical resistance of the carbon rods varied between manufacturers and
the applied voltage to reach a given temperature had to be manually con
trolled for all types of carbon rods.

3.

Dust Formation at High Carbon Rod Temperatures
When carbon rods were inductively heated a dust formed on

surface.

the

The dust remained in the inner sleeve and was eventually swept

into the optical path and produced non-specific absorption.
The carbon bed burned along graphite grain boundaries.

A

graphite particle was freed from the carbon matrix whenever oxidation
occurred around its surface and generated 'dust'.
Similarly, carbon rods resistively heated to 2000°C in an argon or
nitrogen atmosphere formed small amounts of dust during the heating process.

o
The rods heated above 2700 C in a flowing argon stream formed
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large amounts of this dust.

This behavior was observed for all brands

of carbon rods investigated in these studies and was an unresolved
problem.

M.

Results of Neutron Activation Studies
The results of the neutron activation analysis performed at the

Georgia Tech experimental nuclear reactor indicated no elements other
than carbon were present above the background count of the cleaned
polyethylene vials for the unheated carbon rod segments.

The only

element, other than carbon, present above the background count of
the cleaned polyethylene vials for the resistively heated carbon rod
segments was argon.

DISCUSSION
The trace metal contamination in "spectroscopically pure" carbon
rods was present as both matrix and surface impurities.

The surface

impurities, of undetermined composition, contained trace metals which
were driven off when the rods were initially heated by R.F. induction,
hence the high initial atomic absorption observed.

Impurities were

absorbed from ambient air during the process of transferring the rods
from the resistive heating chamber to the cleaned polyethylene jar.
This contamination was observed with all brands of carbon rods in spite
of all precautions.

Cooling in an inert atmosphere reduced the acti

vity of the carbon and reduced

this type of contamination;

however,

the rods always exhibited the initial high absorption despite all at
tempts to prevent contamination from the air.
The metal compounds,present in the matrix of the carbon rods,were
decomposed at high temperatures.

To be cleaned, the metal atoms must
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diffuse through the carbon matrix to the surface and be swept away
by a flowing gas stream.

The data indicated that the high tempera

tures used in these studies caused the metal atoms to diffuse faster
through the carbon matrix than at the lower (1500°C) temperature pre
viously used.

The gradual decrease in absorption at a constant flow

rate as the carbon rods were inductively heated in the quartz atomizer-cell supports the theory that the release of trace metal atoms
from the carbon matrix was a diffusion controlled process.
The appearance of gray smoke emanating from the carbon rod sug
gested that some components of the pitch binder were still present in
the rods after purification by the manufacturer.

The absence of this

smoke, when the rods were cooled and reheated, suggested that the high
temperatures used in these studies removed the remaining components
of the pitch binder.

If the manufacturing and purification processes

did not volatilize all of the pitch binder components from the carbon,
some trace metal components must remain which were removed slowly as
the rods were consumed, giving a small but real background.
Trace metal contamination may be reduced but not removed entirely
from carbon rods even after extensive heating in a flowing inert gas
stream.
The rapid and nearly complete removal of several of the more
volatile elements, for example:

As, Hg, Se, from the carbon rods by

the resistive preheating process indicated that this process was
capable of completely removing some trace elements from carbon rods.
For other elements significant purification is possible.

The

longer the rods are heated, the higher the temperature to which the
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rods are heated (limited by excessive dust formation) and the faster
the flow rate of inert gas over the carbon rod; the lower the trace
metal contamination of the purified rod.
2,4-Pentanedione was not useful in removing impurities from
carbon.

Even if volatile chelates are formed from its reaction with

metal compounds at lower temperatures, they decomposed at higher
temperatures and the metal remained.

The decomposition of 2,4-pen-

tanedione at these high temperatures does suggest the possible use
of this reagent and its volatile metal chelates as doping agents for
carbon or its use to prepare a surface of finely divided carbon con
taining a specific metal impurity.

We were unsuccessful in using

halides for metal removal although it is now understood that halogen
purification is performed by some manufacturers in a carbon tube
furnace under proprietary conditions.
Soaking carbon rods in reagent grade mineral acids was not an
effective method of removing lead.

Conversely,results indicated

that purified spectrographic carbon rods were effective in reducing
trace metal contamination of reagent grade acids, and water by simply
placing the rods in the liquid and later decanting the liquid from
the rods and carbon dust.
Much greater difficulties were encountered with copper and zinc
probably because the electrodes were made of brass, an alloy of
copper and zinc.

Contamination of the quartz tubing during manufac

ture was another possible explanation.

This was reduced but not

eliminated by prolonged soaking in a mixture of hydrochloric acid
and nitric acid.

The problem was aggrevated by the high sensitivity
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for both of the elements using this flameless atomic absorption tech-13
nique (copper 10

-14
g, zinc 10
g).

Neutron activation analysis indicated that both copper and zinc
concentrations in the carbon rods were below the detection limits of
the technique; which, in this case, were approximately 2.4 parts per

-8
billion for copper (1.2 x 10

g in the sample studied) and 0.1 parts

-6
33
per million for zinc (5 x 10 g in the sample studied).

However,

zinc impurity was not detected by neutron activation analysis at the
levels which gave 100% absorption using atomic absorption, because
of differences in sensitivity between the two methods.

SECTION II
REDUCTION OF LEAD LEVELS IN FILTER PAPER
INTRODUCTION

Chemists throughout history have often had to contend with
contaminants in chemicals and equipment in order to obtain repro
ducible experimental results.

Investigation of chemical reactions

and their implications has progressed from the studies of the
ancient alchemists to the modern science of chemistry.

As the

complexity of science has grown, so has the demand placed on the
purity of chemicals.

The decreasing impurity level requirement

of filter paper is one example of the increasing need for less
contamination in a common laboratory substance.
Paper has been used as a filter medium for precipitates since
the days of the alchemists.

34

Smaller amounts of precipitates or

smaller samples could be analyzed as the sensitivity of scales and
balances increased.

The collection and weighing of small quantities

of precipitates in chemical analysis required the manufacture of
filter paper with small amounts of ash when ignited.

35

Today, with

techniques which can routinely determine trace quantities of an element less than 10

-9

gram, even the most carefully purified filter

paper contains significant quantities of certain elements.

36 ,37

There are several uses for ultrapure filter paper in the analysis
of environmental pollutants.

Several such uses are for the A) filtra

tion of particulate matter from ambient air for particle size distribution studies,

38

B) microscopic examination,
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39

and C) the determination

61

of trace elements.

Analysis of particulate matter for trace element

determination has been plagued by high blank concentrations contributed by filter paper

39

Examples include lead,

especially when small samples were collected.

39

cadmium

41

and copper.

36

Filter paper is a

A9
43
convenient material for use in concentrating^ and the immobilization
*
44

of trace metals in liquid samples for storage and transport.

If

filter paper could be successfully used as a sample transport media,
almost any desired degree of preconcentration may be obtained by multi
ple application and drying steps of liquid samples to a filter paper disk.

A.

Advantages of Filter Paper Disks in the Calibration of Electro
thermal Atomizers
Deposition of known quantities of an element onto filter paper

disks provides a convenient sample introduction method for electro
thermal atomizers.

The advantages of this analysis and calibration

technique are as follows:
1)

Calibration can be carried out with 1 pi of standard and

more concentrated standards can be used.
2)

The calibration standards may be stored for long periods of

time without deposition of metal ions onto container surfaces as often
occurs with dilute solutions.

45 46
*

This eliminates the need to pre

pare fresh standards each time the instrument is calibrated.
3)

Direct injection of one or two microliters of a standard solu

tion onto the hot atomizer is eliminated.

The error in injection of

such a small quantity of liquid is a cause of the lack of precision.
4)

Molecular absorption resulting from the injection of aqueous

solutions is reduced using filter paper disks.
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Molecular absorption is significant at wavelengths less than
217 nm.

It may be eliminated by using filter paper disks as the

sample transport medium and operating the electrothermal atomizer
in the "stop flow" mode.

36

This mode of operation consisted of

injecting the sample onto a hot atomizer bed and allowing the sam
ple to be completely atomized prior to drawing the sample into the
optical path.
5)

Filter paper is an ideal transport medium for standards if

atomic absorption analysis is to be performed for several elements
simultaneously.

Known quantities of each element of interest may be

loaded on to a disk and the disk subsequently introduced into the
atomizer.

Calibration curves for several elements may be obtained

simultaneously in this manner.
It is necessary to introduce small quantities of an element
due to the high sensitivity of the carbon atomizer atomic absorption
technique.

These small quantities, in the 10

-9

to 10

-13

gram range,

required that the filter paper disks contained less than 10

—13

grams

of the trace element of interest otherwise the blank from the filter
paper will become considerable.

The object of these experiments was

to reduce the trace element concentration of a filter paper disk to
these levels.

Lead was chosen as a representative element because it

is a common pollutant and because it related to other research in our
group.

B.

Manufacture and Purification of Filter Paper
Filter paper used in the chemistry laboratory is composed mainly
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of cellulose obtained from cotton,
ture of the three substances.

50

47

flax,

48

wood fibers

49

or a mix-

This paper, unlike commercial papers

used for bulk filtering of sludges, etc.^ contains no fillers or siz
ing.

The manufacturing process used to prepare laboratory grade filter

paper is similar to that used to prepare commercial filter papers.
More care in selection, storage and handling of the raw materials and
finished product is taken in the case of the laboratory grade material.
Filter paper designed for chemical process use is treated with various
chemicals to impart desired properties to the paper, while paper
designed for laboratory use is treated with chemicals to remove ash,"^’
52

extractable organics

53

and chloride

49

ion.

Most of the trace metal impurities are present in the ash
portion of filter paper.

This portion consists of silica and alumina

trapped in the fiber matrix either from kaolin used as a filler in
waste rags or from dust and dirt trapped during manufacture.
is reduced by treatment with phosphoric acid
alone or in combination with other acids.
trace impurity in filter paper.

49

48

Ash

or hydrofluoric acid

51,55
*

54

Lime is another

Calcium and other water soluble ions

are introduced into the filter matrix while the fiber is in the pulp
stage before pressing or being bleached.

Pressing and drying the

paper removes most of the water from the pulp but some ions are held
onto the cellulose by complex formation with hydroxyl groups.

44,48

Iron, introduced as a water soluble ion as well as fine particles from
rollers and pressers, is another common impurity.

35,54,56,48

^
These

trace elements are removed by multiple washing of the paper with nitric
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acid, hydrochloric acid, aqua regia either alone or in combination
with hydrofluoric acid.

Rigid standards have been developed by the
57
National Bureau of Standards for analytical grade filter papers.
Paper suitable for use in quantitative analysis has a low concen
tration of trace elements, in the range of a microgram per gram of

paper.
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This paper may not be used in the determination of subnano

gram quantities of trace elements without further purification, because
the paper’s background contribution of trace elements is in the nano36
gram range

for a small (about 3 mg) filter disk sample.

Various

methods have been used to reduce the trace element contamination from
filter media.

These methods consisted of using filtering media other

59, 60
than cellulose based paper,
washing the filter paper with dilute
61, 41
62
hydrochloric acid
or with dilute nitric acid,
eluting trace
35
contaminants from the area of interest using ring oven techniques,
or leaching trace materials from filter paper disks with a dithizone36
carbon tetrachloride solution.

These methods of purification re

moved metals down to the submicrogram

level but no lower.

The object

of these studies was to develop a technique to reduce trace metal con
tamination even further.
Most filter papers are composed chiefly of cellulose.

The cellu

lose molecule is a polymeric structure made up of over one thousand
anhydroglucose units linked together via ether linkages.

Theoretically,

there are three hydroxyl groups available on each glucose residue and
an aldehyde group on the end of the chain.

Oxidation of the hydroxyl

groups during manufacture and storage is responsible for most of the
carboxyl, aldehyde and ketone groups which are present in piost

65

cellulose filter papers.

The ion exchange capacity of cellulose

paper has been attributed to the presence of about one carboxylic acid
group per 100 glucose residues.

65

The ion exchange capacity of low

ash content quantitative grade cellulose filter paper has been found
*"3

to be 1.08 x 10

g/g of dry paper for H

+66

and approximately 4 x 10

-6

g/g of dry paper for divalent ions.
A solution on contact with an ion exchanger will eventually reach
an equilibrium concentration for any particular metal ion.

Leaching

solutions in contact with cellulose filter paper will extract lead ions
from the paper, provided that the solution originally contained a con
centration lower than the equilibrium concentration.

Similarly, un-

treated filter paper has been used to extract trace metals from water

6

68
and from dilute solutions.
'The equilibrium must be shifted in the direction of metal ion
solution in order to obtain filter paper with a low metal ion content.
Extraction of the filter paper disks with a dilute strong acid solu
tion should shift the equilibrium so that cellulose bound metal ions
would be converted into free hydrated metal ions', leaving behind the
protonated form of the cellulose carboxylic acid.

Multiple washings

with a fresh dilute strong acid solution should reduce the bound lead
concentration in equilibrium with the reagent grade acid.

This concen

tration would ideally be zero.

EQUIPMENT
A.

Containers Used for Filter Paper Leaching
Snap cap polyethylene vials of the type used to contain samples

for neutron activation analysis were used for the leaching experiments.
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The polyethylene vials were inert to many potential leaching agents
and the cost was low enough to allow disposal of used vials.

The

snap cap lid was permanently attached to the vial preventing the pos
sibility of cross contamination of the leaching solutions or filter
paper disks.

B.

Use of a Glove Bag
Multiple leachings

to Minimize Atmospheric Contamination
in the polyethylene vials previously mentioned

were possible by decanting

the leach solution from the paper

disks,

rinsing the disks with leach solution, decanting again and then refil
ling the vial with more leach solution.

This operation must be p e r - .

formed in a clean environment to prevent contamination from the atmosphere.

69

,
70
A clean room
was not available, so a clean box was con

structed.

C.

Extraction Vessel
An extraction vessel, illustrated in Figure 18, was designed which

eliminated the need to decant the leaching solutions, thus minimizing
the time the filter paper disks and leaching solutions were exposed. Ex
traction vessels of borosilicate glass and quartz were fabricated from
20 mm inside diameter tubing and 20 mm perforated ceramic disks.

Poly-

tetrafluoroethylene (teflon) stoppers were machined from virgin teflon
rods.

The top stopper was threaded to accept either a particulate

filter or a small teflon funnel.

On the free end of the bottom section

of the extraction vessel was placed a short length of polyvinyl chloride
tubing.

The tubing was held shut by a stainless steel pinch clamp, which

had been previously cleaned by soaking in 10% nitric acid followed by
several rinses with doubly distilled, deionized water.

This water is
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referred to as "purified water" throughout this Dissertation.

D.

Sub-Boiling Extraction Vessel
The efficiency of metal ions removed from an ion exchanger is

limited by the purity of the reagents used.

Reagent grade acids, for

example, contain many metals in sub-part per million concentrations.
The use of reagents of lower trace metal concentrations allows a lower
equiliberium concentration of ions to be reached.

l)

Preparation of Ultrapure Reagents
Many common laboratory reagents are available with impurity

levels less than 100 parts per billion total metal ion concentration.^^
72

’

73

74
These reagents are very expensive and are easily contaminated. .

Precautions include controlled filtered atmosphere of the laboratory,^
special containers for storage

76

J
77, 78, 79, 80
and use.

Filter paper

may be purified with a soxhlet extractor using specially purified acids.
These acids, once used, were contaminated with the metal ions leached
from the filter paper disks, extraction apparatus and airborn dust trapped within the extractor.

The cost of these ultra pure

acids was prohibitive for a single use in the extractor.

The solution

to this problem was to generate these high purity acids from available
reagent chemicals.

This process must be accomplished inside an air

tight system small enough to be placed inside a glove bag.

A method

to introduce water cooling lines and a source of heat for the still
was also necessary.
The two sources of contamination of the distillate, namely film
creep and bubble formation, must be eliminated in order to prepare high

69

purity acids.

The creeping of unrectified liquid from the still pot

into the condenser can be prevented by providing a heated region be81
tween the pot and

condenser.

Entrapment of colloidal size

droplets into the vapor system can be prevented either through the use
82
of a spray trap,
lation.

84

83
a long vapor path column,

or sub-boiling distil-

The use of a spray trap in the distillation apparatus would

hinder the flow of vapor to the condenser, increasing the time required
to clean the filter paper disks.

Enclosing a long vapor path column in

a glove bag was not convenient.

A distillation apparatus in which the

still pot was in one glove bag and the condenser in another with the
long vapor path column common to both, would require two feedthroughs
and possible air leaks into the bags.
used to prepare ultra pure water

85, 86

Sub-boiling distillation has been
and hydrocholoric, hydrofluo-

ric, nitric, sulfuric, and perchloric acids.

87

*

88

’

85

The puri

fied acids contained sub-part per billion concentrations of lead among
other ions.

It appeared that sub-boiling distillation was the best and

most convenient method available.
The sub-boiling stills described in the literature were constructed
with Teflon or high purity quartz and were designed to produce large
quantities of reagents containing total trace metal concentrations in the
one to twenty-seven part per billion range.

85

These units were never

operated in such a manner that the ultra pure reagent was used

as it was

collected. The reagent was always transferred from the still,generally
fairly elaborate piece of apparatus, and used elsewhere.

2)

Design of the Sub Boiling Extraction

Vessel

There were several design requirements for a sub boiling
distillation system as follows:

a
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1) The system must be constructed from materials available
locally at low cost.
2) The unit must
no specially designed

be small enough to fit into a glove bag,

since

clean air hood was available.

3) The extraction vessel must be a closed system to prevent
contamination from airborne dust.
4) A mimimum

number

power) into the glove

of feedthroughs (cooling medium,electrical

bag was desired.

The vessel illustrated in Figure 19 satisfied these requirements.
The sub-boiling extraction vessel was constructed from a 250 ml
borosilicate glass narrow mouth Erlenmeyer flask, a 20 mm diameter
small pore size sintered glass frit and a borosilicate glass weighing
bottle with a male stopper. In spite of its trace metal content, boro
silicate glass was used instead of polytetrafluoroethylene or quartz.
The vessel was 20 cm tall and fit conveniently into a standard glove bag.
A section of silicone rubber heating tape was wrapped around the flask
portion of the vessel about 5 cm from the bottom. This heated zone
prevented the film of distillant from creeping up the sides of the
vessel. A neoprene rubber insulated power cord

was used.

All internal

electrical connections were made with brass screws and nuts to
eliminate the need for solder connections,

thus minimizing lead

contamination.

E.

Leaching Reagents

1.

Leaching Solution Number One was a saturated solution (100

mg/100 ml) of ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) in purified water.
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2.

Leaching Solution Number Two, suggested by Sachdev and

89
West,

was a mixed ligand solution prepared by dissolving diphenyl-

thiocarbazone

(100 mg); 8 hydroxyquinoline (750 mg); 2,4-pentane-

dione (20 ml) in ethyl propionate (150 ml).

This mixed ligand solu

tion was stored in a 250 ml polyethylene bottle wrapped with alumi
num foil to prevent photolyte decomposition.

3.

Leaching Solution Number Three consisted of 2,2-aminodi-

ethanol (1.94 g) dissolved in purified water to make 250 ml.

The

reagent was triply vacuum distilled (ca 1 mm) in a borosilicate
distillation apparatus which had been previously washed with a
50% solution of nitric acid in purified water.

A 20 cm column

packed with galss beads was used to prevent any spray or droplets
from reaching the receiver.

The receiver was cooled using a bath

composed of frozen carbon dioxide and acetone.

Heat was applied to

the lower chamber using a length of heating tape wrapped above the
level of the liquid.

The first 10 ml of each distillation was

discarded and the distillation continued until approximately 75% of
the liquid had been distilled.

The purified reagent was stored in

a precleaned polyethylene jar.

4.

Leaching Solution Number Four was prepared by dissolving

l-phenyl-l,2-propanedion-2-oxime (3.26 g) in triply distilled 95%
ethanol (105 ml) and diluting to 250 ml with purified water.

The

ethanol was prepared by azeotropic distillation of absolute reagent
grade ethanol diluted with purified water.

The distillation was

conducted in an all teflon still manufactured in these laboratories.
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The still was constructed from 250 ml capacity narrow mouth
teflon jars connected with a water-cooled length of teflon
tubing.

5.

Leaching Solution Number Five was a saturated solution

of dithiooxamide in triply distilled 95% ethanol.

6.

Leaching Solution Number Six was a solution containing

nitric acid (15.25 g) and hydrofluoric acid (59%, 5.0g)
to 250 ml with purified water.

diluted

The solution was approximately

1 molar in each acid.

FILTER PAPER TYPES CHOSEN FOR THIS STUDY

Filter paper of three different classes of materials was chosen
for these experiments.

The three classes of materials were cellulose,

mixed cellulose esters, and polycarbonate.

These materials represented

most of the hydrophillic filter materials used to manufacture filter
papers.

The purest grades of

initial lead content.

these materials were chosen to reduce the

All brands were widely used in air pollution work.

The filter papers chosen were cut from the center of the sheet into
disks of 6 mm diameter within a glove bag.

The top sheet in a stack

of filters was not utilized to eliminate particulate contamination from
the container or during handling.
for the following reasons:

A 6 mm size was chosen for the disks

A) it was smaller than the size observed

to cause flash back upon the combustion in the atomizer; and B) a chromium
plated mechanical punch was available in this size.
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A.

Cellulose Filter Papet - Whatman 44
This grade of filter paper was made from high purity, high alpha

cotton cellulose and was acid washed but not hardened by the manufacturer.
-5
It has the lowest ash content (9 x 10
g per 12.5 cm circle) of all
the available low ash cellulose papers. Trace element analysis of the more
common metals was
paper.

B.

provided by the manufacturer for this grade of filter

The analysis data are listed in Table IV.

Mixed Cellulose Ester Paper - Millipore HAWP
This paper has a low ash content (approximately 0.047% by weight).

Trace element analysis was not available.

C.

Polycarbonate Paper - Nuclepore N100CPR
This type of filter membrane was widely used when the sample was to

be

analyzed

by x-ray fluorescence .

The ash content for these filter

2
disks was reported by the manufacturer to be 0.92 micrograms per cm
-4
(approximately 10
g per 12.5 cm circle).
Trace element analysis
of

the more

common metals was provided by the manufacturer

of

filter. The analysis data are

listed in Table V.

for this type

Note that the

trace element analysis did not include lead.

EXPERIMENTAL

A.

Cleaning Procedures

1.

Cleaning of Polyethylene Apparatus
A 1:1 mixture of concentrated nitric acid and concentrated

hydrochloric acid was poured into the polyethylene snap cap vials and
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TABLE IV
TRACE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF FILTER PAPER

Nucleopore Membrane
Whatman 44
Maximum Weight
Element_______________________ ppm_____________________ (Nanograms/cm )
Aluminum
Antimony
Arsenic
Barium
Boron
Bromine
Calcium
Chlorine
Chromium
Copper
Fluorine
Iron
Lead
Lithium
Magnesium
Manganese
Mercury
Molybdenum
Nickel
Nitrogen
Potassium
Silicon
Sodium
Sulphur
Tin
Titanium
Zinc

'

3.0
0.03
0.2
1.0
0.3
0.22
13.0
22.0
0.3
0.7
0.5
5.5
0.1
2.0
0.06
0.05
10.0
0.5
17.0
20.0
10.0
0.6

50.0
-

0.1
12.0
3.0
90.0
6.0
6.0
3.0
7.0
7.0
17.0
170.0
66.0
3.0
12.0
6.0
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250 ml narrow mouth jars. The mixed acids were allowed to remain for
48 hours at room temperature in the vessels placed in a glove bag.
Then the mixed acid was removed and the vessels rinsed with purified
water.

The polyethylene vessels were stained yellow and had the odor

of the mixed acids.

Purified water was stored in the vessels for 24

hours to remove the odor and the yellow color.

The water was dis

carded and the vessels remained a light blue color after the final
rinse.
The clean polyethylene vessels were labelled

and the leaching

solutions prepared in the 250 ml capacity polyethylene bottles.

The

vials were filled with their respective leaching solutions and allowed
to remain in the glove bag for 18 hours, then , the solutions were
discarded from all of the polyethylene vessels and new solutions made.
These new solutions were allowed to remain in the vials until the
filter paper disks were to be leached.

2.

Cleaning of Teflon Beakers and Apparatus
Several 250 ml polytetrafluoroethylene beakers were rinsed

with purified water then placed inside a new, unused glove bag.

The

polytetrafluoroethylene stoppers, funnel and particulate filter holder
were placed in one of the beakers.

Several precleaned 250 ml poly

ethylene bottles, containing a 50% by volume solution of concentrated
hydrofluoric acid diluted with purified water were placed in the glove
bag.

Several 250 ml polyethylene bottles containing either

fied water,

(1) puri

(2) concentrated reagent nitric acid or (3) concentrated

reagent hydrocholoric acid were also placed in the glovebag.
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The hydrofluoric acid solution was placed into the Teflon
beakers for one hour.
every 10 minutes.

The contents were swirled in the beaker

The acid solution was then poured back into the

polyethylene bottles and the caps replaced.

The beakers were half

filled with concentrated hydrochloric acid and then filled to within
one inch of the top with concentrated nitric acid.

The solution

turned red orange, began to bubble, and the bag filled with reddish
brown fumes.
24 hours.

The mixed acids were allowed to remain in the beakers for

After this time the yellow orange solution was transferred

into the 250 ml polyethylene bottles and the caps loosely replaced.
The glove bag was then deflated and inflated several times with the
purified compressed tank air.
The beakers, stoppers, funnel, and particulate filter holder
were rinsed three times with purified water and shaken to remove the
water.

The cleaned beakers, one containing the tetrafluoroethylene

parts, were then placed mouth to mouth and transferred to another
glove bag for storage in order to reduce the possibility of contam
ination from airborne dust.

3.

Cleaning of the Extraction Vessels
The borosilicate glass and quartz extraction vessel components

were placed in an annealing oven after fabrication.

This treatment

removed stains and burned off any organic residues.

The cooled glassware

were transferred to the laboratory and rinsed with deionized water,
allowed to remain in a 50% v/v solution of nitric acid for one hour,
then rinsed with purified water.

The glassware,while still wet,were
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quickly transferred to the glove bag which had been used previously for
cleaning the Teflon beakers.

Precleaned 250 ml polyethylene bottles

containing 2 M hydrfluoric acid, 2 M nitric acid

and purified water

were also placed in the glove bag.
The quartz portions of the extraction vessels containing the
perforated ceramic disk were placed in a precleaned Teflon beaker
inside the glove bag.

The extraction vessel bottoms were

vertically in another Teflon beaker. Approximately

equal

placed
volumes of

the nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid were poured into the Teflon
beakers.

Sufficient mixed acid to cover the quartz portions of the

extraction vessel was used.

The bottom portions of the extraction

vessels extended beyond the rim of the Teflon beaker, therefore, the
mixed acid was poured into the baeker to within one inch from the

rim

and allowed to remain 24 hours.
The bottom portions of the extraction vessels were inverted
and replaced in the mixed acids after 12 hours had elapsed.

The

bottom portions were left in the mixed acids for another 12 hours.
The mixed acid was poured back in the 250 ml polyethylene bottles
and the lids replaced.

All of the pieces were then placed into a

dry Teflon beaker and another Teflon beaker placed mouth to mouth.
The beakers were transferred to another glove bag which was subse
quently deflated and inflated three times with dried, scrubbed, and
filtered nitrogen.

A slow stream of this nitrogen was allowed to

purge the glove bag maintaining a positive pressure and evaporating
any traces of water remaining on the extraction vessels.
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4.

Cleaning the Sub-Boiling Extraction Vessel
The sub-boiling extraction vessel was cleaned by placing a

50% by volume solution of nitric acid in purified water into the
bottom portion of the vessel.

The heating tape was energized/also

the vessel was warmed using a steam bath.

Frozen carbon dioxide was

packed around the top of the vessel and held in place with aluminum
foil.

The surface area in contact with the frozen carbon dioxide was

adjusted so that the condensed acid did not remain frozen.

The con

densed acid ran down the sides of the upper portion of the vessel form
ing a pool on the sintered glass frit.

The acid slowly seeped through the

frit and dripped back into the liquid at the bottom of the unit.

After

eight hours the steam bath was turned off and the heating tape allowed
to remain on.

The frozen carbon dioxide was kept in contact with the

top until the liquid in the bottom of the vessel had cooled.

The

heating tape was then turned off and the frozen carbon dioxide allowed
to sublime.

A small particulate filter was placed into the end of the

polyvinyl chloride tubing when the vessel had cooled to room tempera
ture.

The vessel was tilted slightly and the stainless steel pinch

clamp was opened momentarily allowing the pressure to equilibrate.
The contaminated 50% nitric acid was removed from the vessel by
removing the polyvinyl chloride tubing, loosening the top

and pouring

the acid out through the side arm into a polyethylene bottle.
water was introduced through the side arm to rinse the vessel.

Purified
The

polyvinyl chloride tubing and stainless steel pinch-type clamp were
then replaced.

All of these cleaning operations were performed outside

the glove bag in an air conditioned laboratory.
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B.

Experimental Procedures
The reduction in lead contamination of filter paper was attempted

in three different experiments.

These experiments consisted of

A) leaching the filter paper disks in the polyethylene vials,
B) extraction of lead using fresh uncontaminated reagent, and
C) extraction of lead using a purified reagent.

Details of the

experimental procedures are discussed below.

1. . Leaching of Filter Paper Disks
Filter paper circles of the three types of filtering materials
were cut into 6 mm diameter disks inside the glove bag using the
chromium plated mechanical punch.

Approximately 25 disks of each

filtering material were placed in each of the six labeled precleaned
polyethylene vials and approximately 7 cc of the appropriate leaching
solution added.

The caps were secured and the vials placed in a small

polyethylene bag and shaken for 45 minutes in one experiemnt and 16
hours in another.

The leaching solutions were decanted from the filter

paper disks into a polyethylene bottle.

Additional appropriate fresh

leaching solution (7 ml) was poured onto the disks, shaken for 45
minutes and the process repeated.

Each 45 minute leaching was

performed three times on disks of each type of filter material.

The

only exception being disks made from the mixed cellulose ester (Millipore
HAWP) filter media which dissolved in the mixed ligand solution II.

The

16 hour leaching experiment was performed without changing the leaching
solution.
After leaching^ the disks were rinsed three times with purified
water.

(Disks leached in the mixed ligand solution number II or in
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number IV were rinsed with reagent grade absolute ethanol.)

The vials

containing the filter disks were left open for 24 hours in the glove
bag in order to dry.

A cone made from a 18.5 cm diameter sheet of

filter paper was placed over the open vials to minimize contamination.
After 24 hours, each snap cap polyethylene vial was sealed and removed
from the glove bag for subsequent analysis of the disks.

2.

Extraction of Filter Paper Disks
Approximately 25 of the 6 mm diameter filter paper disks cut

from the cellulose (Whatman 44) paper were placed on the perforated
disk in the upper portion of the extraction vessel (Figure 18).

A

stainless steel pinch clamp was placed over the polyvinylchloride
tubing, sealing the 6 mm diameter glass tubing.

The small precleaned

polytetrafluoroethylene funnel was inserted into the upper polytetrafluoroethylene stopper and the funnel filled with 1 M nitric or
hydrochloric acid.

The polytetrafluoroethylene lid was placed over

the funnel.
The pinch clamp was opened momentarily allowing the acid
(Ca 3 ml) to flow into the upper portion of the extraction
vessel.
chamber.

The acid flowed through the disks, into the lower storage
The process was then repeated.

The vessel was tilted

slightly and placed back on the surface with a light bump causing
some acid to flow from the funnel onto the disks and remain there.
This jarring action was continued until the acid ( 3 ml) had accu
mulated in the upper portion of the extraction vessel.
was refilled and the lid replaced.

The funnel

The acid covered the disks for

approximately 5 minutes, then the pinch clamp was momentarily loosened,
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drawing the spent acid from the

filter paper disks and introducing

fresh acid into the upper portion of the extraction vessel.

This

procedure was continued until the disks had been washed with 25 ml
of acid.
The funnel was filled with purified water and the lid replaced
on the funnel.

The pinch clamp was opened momentarily rinsing the

disks with the deionized water.

A length (4 ft) of polyvinylchloride

tubing was brought out through the mouth of the glove bag and was
connected to a suction flask.

The pinch clamp was loosened, allowing

the spent acid and deionized water to be removed from the bottom of
the extraction vessel.

After approximately 25 ml of deionized water

had been poured onto the filter paper disks, the pinch clamp was
closed.

A small polytetrafluoroethylene particulate filter holder

with filter was put in its place.
the remaining liquid.
dry nitrogen.

The pinch clamp was opened, draining

The disks were dried by continued aspiration of

The pinch clamp was closed when the disks were dry.

The dried filter paper disks were transferred to a precleaned snap
cap polyethylene vial for subsequent analysis.

3.

Purification of Filter Paper Disks Using the Sub-Boiling
Extraction Vessel
Approximately 25 of the 6 mm diameter filter paper disks cut

from the cellulose (Whatman 44) paper were placed in the upper portion
of the sub-boiling extraction device (Figure 19) on the sintered glass
frit.

Nitric acid (reagent acid diluted with purified water)

(50 ml

2 N) was placed in the bottom of the extraction vessel by pouring
the reagent into the side tube.

A small particulate filter was inserted
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into the open end of the polyvinylchloride tubing.

The subboiling

extraction vessel was placed onto a 1/16 inch thick sheet of polytetrafluoroethylene inside the glove bag.

A 1/8 inch thick plate of

polyethylene was placed beneath the glove bag and onto a steam bath.
The steam bath was warmed such that no steam escaped from the top of
the bath.

This external heat was enough to warm the dilute acid but

not to cause boiling or bubble'formation in the liquid.

The sub

boiling extraction vessel was tilted and the pinch clamp opened momen
tarily once the liquid was warm.

In this manner the pressure, caused

by thermal expansion, was relieved and the vessel was operated as a
closed system.
Using the heating tape, the temperature was adjusted so that no
film was visible when liquid was splashed on the heated portion of
the flask.

A test tube containing frozen carbon dioxide was placed in

contact with the upper portion of the still condensing the liquid.
The tube was provided with a stopper and a length of polyvinylchloride
tubing for a vent.

This tubing was placed through the mouth of the

glove bag along with the heating tape power cord.
The steam bath was turned off after three hours and the liquid in
the bottom of the extraction vessel cooled to room temperature.

Frozen

carbon dioxide was removed after the still was cooled.

The vessel was

tilted and the pinch clamp opened to release pressure.

The moist filter

paper disks were quickly removed using a pair of stainless steel needle
point forceps with short lengths of polytetrafluoroethylene tubing on
the points and placed in a precleaned dry snap cap polyethylene vial.
The disks were dried for 24 hours in the vial with a filter paper cone
over the open mouth.

The vial was sealed and removed from the glove

bag for subsequent analysis of the disks.
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C.

Method of Analysis
The disks were analyzed using the quartz "T" atomizer cell pre

viously described (Section One).

Its operation has been described

elsewhere.
A brass collar was installed around the vertical stem and the
brass atomizer head illustrated in Figure 20 placed into position
over the inner sleeve.

The atomizer head was secured to the cell

by the brass collar compressing an "0" ring against the vertical
stem of the "T" cell.

The weight of the brass atomizer head was

supported by means of a rod and clamp connected to a metal frame.
After setting up the instrument the analyses were carried out
as follows:
A filter paper disk was dropped onto the hot carbon bed.

The

combustion products were drawn through the hot carbon, the trace
metal ions present reduced to the free metal atoms, and these atoms
drawn through the optical path of the quartz "T" cell.

The percent

absorption of the lead 217.0 nm resonance line was monitored.

A series of paper disks of each type of filter media was analyzed
by the above method.

The demountable lead hollow cathode lamp was

subsequently replaced by a deuterium broadband source, and the molecular
absorption of the filter paper determined.
There was an error of approximately 2% in reading the percent
absorption from the strip chart recorder tracings due to electronic
noise attributed to the coupling of R.F. coils and the detector elec
tronics.

No amount of shielding was capable of reducing this noise

FIGURE NUMBER 20
BRASS COLLAR AND ATOMIZER HEAD

m m

Inner Sleeve

-Seal
Body

Cell S i d e a r m
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level further without slowing the full scale pen response of the
recorder.

This was not acceptable since the signals were of short

(about 1 second) duration.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A.

Leaching Experiments
The dAta Indicated that all types of filter media used in these

studies contained lead as a trace metal contaminant.

The molecular

background from the thermal degradation of the cellulose and cellulose
ester filter media was low, but the background from the polycarbonate
filter media was high.

All data in percent absorption are presented

in Table V.

1.

Cellulose Filter Media
The only leaching reagents which were effective in removing

lead contamination from the cellulose filter paper (Whatman 44) were
Leaching Solution Number Three and Leaching Solution Number Six.

The

remaining solutions either were ineffective or contaminated the
filter paper disks with lead.

This was surprising since the remaining

solutions contained complexing agents which were expected to remove
the

ead ions from the cellulose matrix and form stable chelates in

solution, to be rinsed away later.

Leaching solution number five was

found to be contaminated from the reagent and not the solvent.
The most effective leaching reagent was a mixed acid solution.
This indicated that the lead was bound to the cellulose via a leadoxygen bond through ion exchange with a labile proton.

The strong acid

apparently shifted the equilibrium between lead and a proton bound to the
cellulose, thus removing the lead from the filter paper disk.
Multiple leachings were more effective than one leaching conducted
over a much longer period of time indicating an equilibrium process of

TABLE V
RESULTS* OF FILTER PAPER LEACHING EXPERIMENTS
Leaching Solution

Whatman 44

Millipore HAWP

3x45 min

16 hr

3x45 min

16 hr

Number One

78%

78%

77%

77%

Number Two

80%

79%

Number Three

59%

62%

75%

Number Four

74%

78%

42%

61+10%

Nuclepore N100
3x45 min

16 hr

100%

100%

100%

100%

77%

100%

100%

77%

79%

100%

100%

71%

66%

90%

89%

Number Five
Number Six

75%

77%

100%

Unleached

2%

2%

14%

Leached

2%

2%

14%

Unleached (Blank)

Molecular Absorption+

All data presented in percent absorption.
+Molecular absorption data obtained using deuterium lamp.
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ion exchange on cellulose between lead ions and protons rather than
a physical entrapment of lead compounds.

The fact that the lead

contamination was not reduced to zero suggested that the leaching
solutions were also contaminated with trace lead ions.

This was

verified by the discovery that all of the leaching solutions con
tained lead in the ppm concentration range.
The results, obtained with the Whatman 44 disks leached in the
mixed acids for 16 hours, had a considerable scatter in the percent
absorption probably because the combination of strong acid and mech
anical shaking caused many of the disks to break up into small pieces
and fibers.

The disks were rinsed and dried prior to analysis and it

is possible that the seemingly "whole” disks had lost small amounts of
cellulose or had extra cellulose fibers adhering to the surface.

The

disks weighed slightly less than 3 mg; therefore, the addition or re
moval of only 250 ug of cellulose may produce the 10% scatter.

There

were too few (5) disks which appeared "whole" out of the 25 disks ini
tially leached to perform a statistical analysis of the data.

2.

Cellulose Ester Filter Media
The only leaching reagent which removed lead even

partially from the cellulose ester filter paper disks (Millipore HAWP) was
leaching solution number six.
paper.

It was

effective with cellulose

The esterification of the cellulose removed many "active sites' I

where the lead could be bound.

The formation of the cellulose

ester physically trapped lead ions which were chemically bound
within the cellulose matrix and made removal of these large ions
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difficult.

A bound lead ion must be freed from within the

matrix then diffuse into the leaching solution before it was
removed from the cellulose skeleton.

Steric hindrance slowed

the diffusion of the lead ion and made recombination with the
cellulose functional groups more likely.
Since the lead levels were further reduced after 16 hours of
leaching, than after three 45 minute

leachings, it appears that the

lead was trapped within the cellulose ester matrix.

Better precision

was obtained for the 16 hour leaching experiments using the cellulose
ester filter disks than for the cellulose filter disks because they
were not broken or shredded by the combination of strong acid and mech
anical shaking.
No analysis was performed on the cellulose ester filter disks
leached in solution number two because the solution dissolved the disks.

3.

Polycarbonate Filter Media
This type of filter media was grossly contaminated with lead

giving 100% absorption of the 217.0 nm lead resonance line upon analy
sis.

None of the leaching reagents used in these studies were effect

ive in removing the lead contamination from the filter disks.

Mixed

dilute acids produced only minimal reduction in lead contamination.
The residual levels of lead contamination were greater than either of
the other untreated filter disks before treatment.
The molecular background absorption was much higher (14% vs 2%)
than that observed with the other two types of filter media.

This high

absorption may be too high to be practical.
The data suggested that the lead contamination was primarily trap-
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ped within the matrix of the polycarbonate film and not chemically bound
onto the surface.

Although polycarbonate film was hydrophilic, it was

impervious to aqueous solutions; therefore, the mixed acid leaching
solution only removed the surface contamination leaving the matrix bound
lead behind.

B.

Extraction Experiments
Leaching Solution number six was the most effective reagent for

removing lead from filter paper.

The cellulose filter paper (Whatman

44) also had the lowest trace lead concentration.

Using Leaching Solu

tion number six, lead was removed most efficiently from cellulose than
other types of filter media studies.

Since brief leachings were more

effective than one long leaching, continuous leaching or extraction
would probably be more effective.
Whatman 44 filter paper disks were extracted using either 1 M
nitric or 1 M hydrochloric acid.

The disks were rinsed with purified

water and dried in the glove bag prior to analysis.

The untreated

cellulose disks produced 75% absorption of the lead 217.0 nm atomic
resonance line on analysis.

The same disks produced 2% molecular ab

sorption when a deuterium lamp was substituted for the lead hollow
cathode lamp.

The disks which were extracted with dilute nitric acid

produced 45% atomic absorption and 2% molecular absorption under the
same experimental conditions.

The disks which were extracted with the

dilute hydrochloric acid produced 55% atomic absorption and 2% molecu
lar absorption.
Dilute acid removed trace amounts of lead from cellulose filter
paper without increasing the molecular absorption.

Dilute nitric acid
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was more effective in extracting lead from cellulose than dilute hydro
chloric acid of the same molar concentration.
In order to study further the complex processes involved in re
moving lead from filter paper, the trace lead contamination of the ex
tracting solutions was determined by injecting several 2 ul portions
of each dilute acid onto the hot carbon bed while monitoring the lead
*

atomic resonance line.

The lead contamination in the hydrochloric acid

was approximately 0.01 ppm while that in the nitric acid was approxi
mately 0.002 ppm.

These data shed new light on the different lead

extraction efficiencies of the two acids.

It

appeared that along

with an ion exchange process for the removal of lead there was also an
equilibrium established between the lead ions contained in the acid
solutions and the lead bound on to the cellulose filter paper.

This

assumption explained the greater extraction efficiency of the purer
nitric acid over hydrochloric acid which contained about five times
more lead contamination.

C.

Experiments Using Sub-Boiling Extraction Vessel
The extraction experiments indicated that dilute nitric acid was

a more effective extraction reagent than hydrochloric acid and the
minimum lead impurity level in the filter paper was determined by the
lead concentration in the extracting acid.

The sealed extraction vessel

illustrated in Figure 19 was used to condense a nitric acid azeotrope
onto cellulose filter paper disks.

The azeotrope contained a lower lead

concentration than the dilute nitric acid used in the previous extrac
tion experiments.
The untreated Whatman 44 cellulose disks produced 85% absorption
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of the lead 217.0 nm resonance line.
molecular absorption.

The same disks produced 2%

The disks which had been extracted with the

purified nitric acid produced 40% atomic absorption and 2% molecular
absorption under the same experimental conditions.
The data indicated that the purified nitric acid azeotrope re
duced the lead concentration to lower levels than were observed with
previous leaching or extracting techniques without increasing back
ground absorption.

The nitric acid azeotrope also did not destroy

the filter paper disks.

D.

Conclusion
The absolute quantity of lead in the filter paper disks was not

determined because no standards of similar matrix were available.
The shapes of the recorder traces obtained from the direct injection
of microliter quantities of aqueous solutions of lead onto the hot
carbon bed were sharp while the traces obtained from dropping the
filter disks onto the hot carbon bed trailed and an accurate calibra
tion curve could not be obtained.

Assuming a Beers Law relationship,

the approximate percent decrease in lead contamination for each tech
nique investigated is listed in Table VI.
Extraction of cellulose filter paper disks with nitric acid azeo
trope in the pyrex vessel removed the greatest percentage of lead from
the paper.

Although the blank lead level was reduced considerably

(from 85% absorption to 40% absorption) further reduction was possible.
Useful analytical data may be obtained with a blank lead concentration
of this magnitude.
There were several possible ways in which the lead contamination
may be further reduced:

A) using a subboiling

extraction vessel con-

TABLE VI
APPROXIMATE AMOUNT OF LEAD REMOVED FROM WHATMAN 44 FILTER PAPER

% ABSORPTION

3 Leachings with
Nitric and
Extracted with
Hydrofluoric Acid
Nitric Acid
(Leaching Solution Number Six)

Extracted with
Hydrochloric Acid

Extracted with
Sub-boiling
Nitric Acid

Untreated
Disks

75%

75%

75%

85%

Treated
Disks

42%

45%

55%

40%

Decrease in
Absorption

33%

30%

20%

45%

Approximate
Percent
Decrease
in Lead
Concentration

61%

57%

42%

Approximate
Lead Concen
tration per
Disk

in" 11 g
3 x 10

4 x 10 ^ g

6 x 10

73%

-1 1

g

3 x 10 U g
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structed from a non-contaminating material like quartz or teflon
instead of pyrex glass, B) using a longer extraction time, C) using
mixed acids instead of nitric acid alone and D) leaching the filter
paper disks prior to sub-boiling azeotrope extraction.

These studies

did indicate, however, that extraction was an effective means for re
moval of trace lead contamination from filter paper.

SECTION III
INVESTIGATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF A SECONDARY DISCHARGE
ON THE SPUTTERING OF METALS

INTRODUCTION

A.

Theory of Sputtering
In 1852, Sir William Robert Grove observed a process which he

referred to as "Cathode Disintegration".

Plucker observed that elec

trical discharges at low rare gas pressures resulted in a deposit of
metal on the walls of a glass tube.

Stark, in 1909, gave the first

correct explanation of the process of metal migration from the ca
thode to the walls of a tube.

Sir Joseph John Thompson named the

process "spluttering" in 1921, but later changed the name to sput
tering in 1923.
Cathodic sputtering using a glow discharge is a complex process
influenced by many interrelated factors.

These factors included:

A) Incident Ion Energy, B) Cathode Material, C) Bombarding Ion Species,
D) Angular Incidence of Bombarding Ion, E) Target Temperature, F) His
tory of the Target Surface and G) Gas Pressure.

1.

Processes Occurring in a Glow Discharge
A glow discharge (Figure 21) is defined as a discharge in

which the cathode emits electrons due to bombardment by ions, metastable
atoms, free atoms

and photons originating from the filler gas.
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An electron emitted from the flat surface cathode is accelerated by the
strong electric field occurring near the cathode surface.

The electron

in its initial acceleration from the cathode produces only a few colli-
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sions which result in ionization of the filler gas because of the low
energy of the electron in the neighborhood of the negative cathode.
As the electron travels further from the cathode, the electric field
is weaker and the electron is accelerated toward the anode.

The in

crease in acceleration results in increased kinetic energy of the
electron.

The energetic electron upon striking an atom of filler gas

produces ionization and electron multiplication takes place.

This

process may be written as follows.

e" + A

► A+ + 2e“

(1)

The region where the electron has a low speed and produces little
ionization is known as the Aston dark space.

The region where the elec

tron acquires increased energy and produces ionization and electron mul
tiplication is known as the cathode layer.

These two regions collapse

into the cathode glow as the number of electrons emitted from the cathode
increases.
Most of the emitted electrons lose much of their energy in inelastic
collisions with the filler gas inside the cathode layer; therefore, few
electrons are capable of producing ionization in the region just past the
cathode layer.

The electric field is very weak in this region and only

those few electrons which did not lose their kinetic energy b y striking
a fill gas atom are capable of producing ionization in this, the cathode
dark space.

This area is also known as the Crookes

dark space.

A large number of electrons, while not possessing enough en

dark

space or Hittorf

ergy to produce ionization upon striking a rare gas atom, have sufficient
energy to cross this region and enter the region known as the Negative Glow.
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The number of electrons capable of producing ionization is in
creased by electron multiplication in the region between the cathode
and the negative glow.

A large number of positive filler gas ions have

also been produced in this process.

The electrons are more mobile than

the positive ions and are accelerated toward the anode, leaving behind
a large positive space charge in the region of the negative glow and the
cathode dark space.

These positive ions along with excited metastable

atoms, fast unexcited atoms

and intense ultraviolet radiation impinge

on the cathode surface, causing emission of secondary electrons and
sputtered metal atoms and clusters of atoms.

Each electron emitted from

the cathode must produce enough ionizations and excitations of the filler
gas to cause the release of one additional electron from the cathode in
order for the discharge to be self-sustaining.
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There are two groups of electrons which enter the negative glow
region.

One is composed of electrons produced near the cathode or emit

ted from the cathode which possess large amounts of kinetic energy and
have not lost this energy due to inelastic collisions with the filler
gas atoms.

The other group of electrons consists primarily of electrons

produced in the cathode dark space and is sufficiently slowed from in
elastic collisions to lack the energy to produce ionization of the filler
gas.

It is this second group of electrons, with energy below the filler

gas ionization potential but above the excitation minimum, which is re
sponsible for the negative glow.

The negative glow results from a filler

gas atom being struck by one of these electrons, leaving behind an ex
cited atom of the filler gas.

e" + A

This process may be represented as follows:

► A* + e”

(2)

*

(3)

A ------► A+ho

The fast electrons penetrate into the negative glow region and
dissipate their energy in inelastic collisions with the filler gas
resulting in both ionization and excitation.

So much energy is even

tually lost to the filler gas that the electrons no longer possess
sufficient kinetic energy to excite the filler gas by the time they
emerge from the negative glow region.

The motion of the electrons is

random by the time the electrons have traveled in the negative glow
region, thus recombination with the positive ions becomes more probable.
The electric field increases slowly with increasing distance from the
cathode.

The electron is accelerated toward the anode and the proba

bility of recombination with positive ions results in the region known
as the Faraday Dark Space.
The properties of the Faraday Dafk Space are intermediate between
the negative glow region and the positive column.
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The weak field

strength of this region of the discharge pulls electrons from the nega
tive glow and these electrons acquire sufficient kinetic energy to ex
cite and ionize the filler gas atoms.

The positive column region begins

at this point.
The positive ion and electron concentrations are equal in this re93
gion since the axial component of the electric field is constant.

The

electrons, because of their smaller size and greater mobility, carry most
of the discharge current.

Ionization is not caused by the velocity of

the electrons in the direction of the anode, rather, from the large ran
dom velocity acquired by many elastic collisions in the electric field.
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The electrons are attracted toward the positively charged anode
at the positive column while the positive ions are repelled.

This

attraction-repulsion results in a Negative Dark Space being formed in
this region.

An electron emerging from the positive column enters this

region with little kinetic energy and is accelerated toward the anode.
The electron, after crossing the anode dark space, finally obtains
enough kinetic energy to excite and ionize the filler gas in the region
adjacent to the pnode.
94
the anode glow.

2.

Excitation and ionization of the filler gas is

Cathodic Sputtering
The positive ions produced within the gas discharge are ac

celerated toward the cathode surface.

These ions strike the surface

and eject particles from the surface.

These particles are mainly

95,96
ground state neutral atoms,

however, it is proposed that there

are a large number of aggregates of metal atoms also ejected.

The num

ber of metal atoms sputtered per incident ion is known as the sputter
97,98
yield and is dependent on many factors.
The sputtered atoms diffuse from the cathode surface into the neg
ative glow region of the discharge where they are excited or ionized by
electron impact and/or by excited atoms, principally metastable filler
gas atoms.

Analysis of the optical spectrum of the glow enables quali-

97
tative and often quantitative identification of the sputtered material.
There are two different types of sputtering - chemical (reactive)
sputtering and physical sputtering.
when incident ions strike
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the cathode

Chemical sputtering occurs
surface

and a volatile com-

pound is formed between the target material and the incident ion.
Chemical combination occurs at or near the cathode surface and ma
terial lost from the surface is due to volatilization of this com
pound.

Chemical sputtering has minor applications, primarily in

producing deposits of ultra pure compounds used in the manufac
ture of semiconductors.

In physical sputtering, atoms and clusters

of atoms are ejected from the target surface as a result of a transfer
of momentum from the incident particles to the target atoms.

3.

Factors Influencing Sputter Yield
Cathodic sputtering in a hollow cathode discharge is an

extremely complex process which is not fully understood.

The follow

ing effects on the sputtering yield, S, in the region of incident
particle energy typical of a glow discharge (< 1000 ev), have been
observed:

a.

Incident Ion Energy
There is a minimum energy known as the Threshold Ener

gy (Et ) below which the sputtering yield is zero.

The energy is a

characteristic of the specific ion and target combination and is also
dependent on the history of the target surface.

Variation of sputter

yield of copper with energy of incident argon ions can be seen in
Figure 22.

The sputter yields increase in a quadratic manner at en

ergies slightly greater than E^ until a "Knee" in the curve is reached,
then increase approximately linearly with energy of the incident argon
ion.

The curve reaches a maximum at energies greater than 1000 ev.
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b.

Target Material
The sputter yield of a metal atom for a constant inci

dent ion energy has been shown to increase with increasing filling of
the "d" electron shell.

The variation of sputter yield with atomic

number of the target metal for 400 ev Argon ion bombardment may be seen
in Figure 23.

As the "d" shells fill, the target surface becomes more

opaque to a given incident particle.

100

The relative depth of penetra

tion is small and the transmission of energy back to the surface where
sputtering occurs is then more efficient.
The sputtering yield is also proportional to the reciprocals of
the heats of sublimation of the target metal.

100

These trends are

purely qualitative, however, they do indicate that some correlation
may be drawn between sputtering yields and physical properties.

c.

History of the Target Material
The values of the sputter yield have been found to vary

greatly and have been shown to be dependent on the history of the tar-

101
get.

Dependency on the crystalline structure of the target, the sur

face oxide layer, and the homogeneity of the target alloy composition.

d.

Target Temperature
There are two opposing factors relating sputter yield to

the target temperature.

An increase in the cathode temperature causes a

decrease in efficiency by defocusing of the collision chains
damaged regions anneal

98

but

as the temperature increases causing an in98

crease in sputter yield with temperature.

The importance of these

100
two opposing trends is not fully documented.

These temperature-sput-

ter yield dependencies are valid only for temperatures at which the metal
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does not have an appreciable vapor pressure.
As the temperature of the target approaches the sublimation

102
temperature, volatilization increases the apparent sputter yield.

e.

Bombarding Ion Species
The sputtering yield increases in the following order

for equal ion energies greater than 8000 ev:

97

+
+
+
■(■
+
He <> Ne < Ar < Kr < Xe
This series is not consistent for ion energies between 100 and 300 ev
as found using hollow cathodes as spectral line sources in atomic absorption spectroscopy.

The sputter yields for Kr

*1"

*1"
and Xe drop below

+
103, 104
that for Ar in this region of ion energies.

f.

Angular Incidence of Bombarding Ion
The greatest sputter yield, S, for most ion-target com

binations occurs at an optimum angle of incidence.

The range of angles

o
occurs between 40 to 80

to the normal and the sputter yield decreases on

either side of this range.
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Surface texture is important.

A rough

surface makes the incident angle less critical in determining -sputter
yield.

The bombarding ion must strike the target surface with a com

ponent in the direction outward from the surface in order for sputter
ing to occur.

This is facilitated at angles of attack different from

90°.

g.

Gas Pressure
At high gas densities a large fraction of the sputtered

atoms may diffuse back to the cathode since the mean free path of the
ejected atom is decreased as the pressure is increased.

An inelastic

106

collision with a neutral fill gas atom slows the ejected metal, atom
allowing it to remain a Jonger time in the region near the cathode.
Collision of this metal atom with a positive ion may result in a
105
metal ion.
This slow moving metal ion, being close to the ca
thode and under a strong electric field, is attracted back to the
cathode.

B.

Sputtering as an Atomization Technique for Atomic Absorption
Atomic absorption spectroscopy is dependent on the production of

free atoms in the optical path being sampled.

Atomization techniques

consist of premixed flames

coupled to a nebulizer-spray chamber-burner

system, graphite furnaces,

metal ribbon or

wire atomizer, DC arcdis

charges, and hollow cathode sputtering devices.
ization technique which is

investigated in

Cathodic sputtering has been used

by

the analysis of samples by atomic absorption.
of salts deposited by evaporation of solvent,
107
on the cathode,

108
metals,

It is this last atom

this study.
several investigators for
These samples consisted
106

elemental iodine placed

109,110
alloyg,

and pressed metal powders

111
containing non-metallic samples.

The analysis of these metallic

samples has been accompanied by the observation of low level

background

112, 113, 114
absorption.
This low level background absorption has been attributed to agglo
merates of atoms and has been found to occur with the conditions of

112
high current density and high filler gas pressure.

It is not known

if these clusters of metal atoms are sputtered directly from the cathode
target or if they are formed by coalescence of individual metal atoms in
the gas above the cathode.

The conditions under which they are found
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favors their formation by either process.
A high current density indicates that the target surface is
being bombarded by many positive ions.

A cathode which has been pre

viously bombarded by ions, has a rough surface consisting of micro115, 116
scopic hills and valleys.

A large flux of bombarding ions may

be capable of ejecting a portion of one of these hills or of displacing
a crystal of metal from the surface.

The combined momentum of many

ions impinging on a small area of surface at the same time may be suf
ficient to eject numerous metal atom clusters.
The high filler gas pressures indicated that ejected metal atoms
had a small mean free path.

Collision of a metal atom with a filler

gas atom or ion prevents the atom from leaving the cathode area which
becomes rich in metal atoms which collide and possibly coalesce.

The

larger metal clusters may then either fall back to the cathode or be
ionized by collision with a positive ion and be attracted back to the
cathode surface.
cathode area.

Some atom clusters may also be swept away from the

The metal clusters, which redeposit on the cathode, are

loosely held and are easily dislodged by ion bombardment in sputtering.
Sputter yields were obtained by measuring the weight loss of a
target after sputtering with a calculated number of ions.

Examination

of sputter yield data indicated that for some elements several atoms
were sputtered per inert gas ion impinging on the surface.

This fact

suggested that packets of more than one atom were formed on ion bom
bardment.

An alternative explanation was that the impinging ion struck

the target ejecting a metal atom and at the same time the ion bounced
from the surface.

This rebounding ion was then reattracted to the sur

face where it ejected another atom.

In view of the large electrostatic
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attraction for the ion by the cathode, the latter explanation does not
appear possible.
The purpose of this work was to investigate the feasibility of
breaking the metal clusters into free atoms thereby increasing the ul
timate sensitivity of the sputtering technique for metals and alloys.
Another purpose was.to investigate the lack of sensitivity of certain
elements by atomic absorption using a flame atomizer.

Platinum, for

example, has a sensitivity of about 2 ppm in aqueous solution using a
flame atomizer^^ but the theoretical limit should be about 1 ppb.
The lack of sensitivity may be due to aggregation of metal atoms.

An

increase in free atoms on bombarding these aggregates would prove that
the free atoms were coalescing.

C.

Conversion of Agglomerates into Free Atoms
In order that the agglomerates may be broken up into smaller frag

ments and finally into free atoms, metal-metal bonds must be broken.
The possible methods of breaking down aggregates will be discussed.

1.

Thermal Decomposition by Collisional Excitation
Metal atom clusters may be broken into fragments if sufficient

thermal energy is applied to the cluster to rupture metal-metal bonds.
A hot inert gas stream introduced into a glow discharge may tranfer energy
by collisional excitation.

The mean free path of the hot gas is large

at the low pressure of a glow discharge.
compared to the number of fill gas atoms.

The metal atom clusters are few
There is a rapid equilibrium

of temperature with the filler gas in the system.

The higher filler gas

temperature heats the cathode and results in an increase in metal clus
ter ejection due to volatilization.

Introduction of the additional gas
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Into the plasma Increases the plasma fill gas pressure, reducing the
mean free path of free metal atoms and also favor the formation of
metal atom clusters.

These disadvantages preclude the use of hot gas

as a means of decomposing metal atom clusters.

2.

Decomposition by Absorption of Radiation
Metal atom clusters may be broken into free atoms by ab

sorbing radiant energy.

If the energy is sufficient to rupture metal-

metal bonds, it will produce free atoms.

These particles absorb radia

tion in a broad band with some wavelength dependence, through the visible
and ultraviolet region of the spectrum.
may fragment the metal atom clusters.
the filler gas pressure.

A large photon flux absorption
This technique would not increase

The inert filler gas is transparent to the

visible and ultraviolet radiation, therefore, the metal atom clusters
would be the only species affected by the photon flux.

A high photon

flux source, for instance a laser, was not available for these experi
ments,

thus, an alternative method had to be used.

3.

Decomposition by Collision with Ions Formed within the
Plasma
Metal atom clusters are often found in the sputtering

process.

Increasing the number and energy of ions present by increasing

the current and voltage between the anode and cathode increases the
number of sputtered atoms and aggregates.

An auxiliary discharge es

tablished between another set of closely spaced electrodes will generate
an increased amount of ions without increasing the amount of sptittered
material from the target.

The ions are produced from the available filler

gas; there is no increase in

the

internal

pressure

of the

glow
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discharge.

The potential established between these auxiliary electrodes

determines the energy of the additional rare gas ions.
A high energy ion striking a metal atom cluster is capable of
rupturing a metal-metal bond producing two or more fragments.
these fragments may be an ion.

One of

The ion will acquire an electron in the

electron rich plasma forming a neutral atom.

The process will continue

to occur until all the metal atom clusters are reduced to free atoms pro
viding the rare gas ion population is sufficient and the filler gas pres
sure is low to prevent reaggregation.

The ultraviolet radiation and

metastable atoms produced in the auxiliary discharge also bombard the
metal atom clusters thereby enhancing the decomposition of these clusters.
The technique of metal atom cluster decomposition does not require
any complex equipment or optical alignment procedures as the two previous
techniques.

The only additional equipment necessary is a high current

high voltage power supply.

An auxiliary set of electrodes had to be in

corporated into a sputtering chamber to use this technique of decomposing
the metal atom clusters.

EQUIPMENT

A.

Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometers

1.

Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer Used for Copper and
Platinum Studies
The Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer used for the study

of copper and platinum was a modified Perkin Elmer Model 303 Spectro
photometer interfaced with a Texas Instruments, Inc. Model 023-0101A
Servo/Riter II, dual pen, 0 to 1 mv recorder.

The full scale pen

response was approximately 0.9 seconds.

2.

Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer Used for Arsenic Studies
The resonance lines for arsenic occur in the vacuum ultraviolet

region at 189.0 hm, 193.7 nm, and 197.0 nm and the Perkin Elmer 303 was
not usable in this regionjconsequentlyj

the atomic absorption spectro

photometer used in the studies of arsenic sputtering was a reconstructed
single beam unit.

The spectral line source was a sealed hollow cathode

lamp whose output of the 193.7 nm arsenic resonance line was of constant
intensity with no self absorption.

The spectral line was modulated at

60 Hz with a rotating blade chopper.

a)

Monochrometer
The monochrometer, a Jarrel-Ash Ebert, used a con

cave mirror to focus light passing through the entrance slit onto a 1180
line/mm defraction grating.

The light, after being dispersed, was

focused onto the exit slit by the same concave mirror.
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Each path that

112

the light traveled inside the monochrometer was 0.5 meter, giving a
total path length inside of the monochrometer of 2 meters.

To oper

ate in the vacuum uv, the monochrometer was purged with nitrogen.
The distance between the hollow cathode lamp and the entrance
slit was reduced to 0.6 meter, the minimum which would allow focusing
the hollow cathode radiation with the available quartz lenses.

The

radiation was focused to a spot 3 mm in diameter approximately 1 cm
above the cathode cup insert.
A slit width of 50 microns (0.05 mm) was used in these studies to
provide a spectral band width of 0.8A.

The 193.7 nm resonance line

was isolated from other hollow cathode emission lines by over 7A;
therefore, these non-resonance lines did not interfer.

b)

Detector Readout Circuitry
The detector used in these studies was a R106

photomultiplier tube, which was sensitive in the UV and the visible
regions.

The output from the photomultiplier tube was fed into a

modified GCA-McPherson/Heath Photometric readout module,
703-31).

(Model EU-

The high voltage power supply was a Hewlett-Packard Model

6515A DC power supply, providing 0-1600 volts at 0-5 ma output.

This

combination of components in the detector circuit provided approxi
mately 1% noise level recorder pen response with 485 volts applied to
the photomultiplier tube.

The photometric readout module/amplifier

—8
was operated at 10
amps full scale sensitivity.

c)

Amplifier
The amplifier was previously modified to accept an

external signal provided by the chopper to lock-in the output from the
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photomultiplier tube.

This lock-in signal, used to prevent spurious

60 Hz signals, was generated by the segmented disk chopper operating
a magnetic reed switch to switch on and off a 1.5 volt battery source
at 60 Hz.
The amplifier was operated in a mode which allowed both DC and
the phase locked AC signal to be amplified.

The signal passing through

the amplifier and being displayed on the recorder was a
combination of the DC emission produced by the sputtering cell plasma
and the phase locked modulated emission produced by the hollow cathode
lamp.

The DC emission signal was superimposed on the AC signal.
An argon emission scan revealed that the argon emission lines were

identical to those observed using the sealed hollow cathode lamp.

There

was no plasma emission line within 7A of the arsenic resonance line.
The 193.7 nm emission produced by the sputtering cell plasma
was determined by blocking the radiation from the hollow cathode lamp.
This was done by placing an opaque card between the hollow cathode lamp
and the sputtering cell.

In this manner it was possible to observe both

the absorption produced by fragmented aggregates and the self-absorption
of the arsenic emission produced by these fragmented species.

Increases

in arsenic emission as a function of sputtering cell pressure were also
detectable by using the amplifier in this mode of operation.

d)

Recorder
The recorder was a Beckman 10 inch laboratory

potentiometric strip chart recorder (Model 1005) and equipped with a
660 mfd capacitor to decrease the noise level to 1% of full scale,where
as the full scale response time was 0.4 seconds.
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B.

Hollow Cathode Lamps
Copper was the first metal chosen in the study to investigate

the influence of a secondary discharge on the sputtering process.
was chosen for the following reasons:
yield metal

It

1) it represents a high sputter

2) availability* and 3) high heat conductivity permitting

cathode cooling during experimental work.
Platinum was the second element chosen in this study.
chosen for two reasons:

It was

1) high sputter yield and 2) poor atomic

absorption sensitivity.
Platinum had a sputter yield of 1.2, slightly less than that of
copper, for bombardment by 400 ev argon ions.
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This high sputter

yield suggested that aggregates might be the preferred form of metal
ejected from a target cathode surface as was the case of copper at low
(< 3.0 torr) pressures.
The analytical sensitivity of platinum is low using atomic absorp
tion spectroscopy with a flame atomizer.

High temperature flames, for

example air-acetylene or nitrous oxide-acetylene, are required to in
crease the sensitivity of the technique to 1 ppm.

The sensitivity using

graphite electrothermal atomizers for platinum is about 10
orders of magnitude below the theoretical sensitivity.

-9

g, several

The production of

aggregates from free platinum atoms would reduce the free atom population
and lower the analytical sensitivity.
A method to demonstrate the formation of aggregates from free atoms
would shed light on this problem of poor sensitivity for platinum.

A

secondary discharge had already been shown to increase the absorption
from copper atoms formed by fragmenting aggregates, therefore, it was
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likely that the same would hold true for platinum.
Arsenic was the third element chosen for this study.

It was

chosen because it too had poor atomic absorption sensitivity.

Com

mercial sealed platinum and arsenic hollow cathode lamps were used;
however, a sealed copper lamp (Figure 24) was manufactured in these
laboratories for use with these studies.

(These lamps were all

operated in the direct current non-modulated mode).
The hollow copper cathode was 8 mm diameter with a 4 mm bore 20 mm
deep.

This cathode was silver soldered to the tungsten wire electrical

feedthrough.

The anode was a length of 0.5 mm diameter molybdenum wire

brazed to the tungsten wire electrical feedthrough.

The lamp window

was a 51 mm diameter 1.5 mm thick quartz flat secured with "Torr
Seal" epoxy.
The lamp body interior was washed with reagent ethanol after the
window was sealed on to the envelope and the epoxy cured.

The residual

alcohol was removed by evacuation of the heated envelope to 0.7 torr.
The lamp was filled with dried, deoxygenated argon to a pressure
of 3.6 torr.

This pressure was found to provide the maximum intensity

of the copper 324.7 nm resonance line at 20 ma discharge current.
polarity of the electrodes was reversed,

The

(molybdenum wire made negative)

and 3 ma passed through the lamp for 12 hours in order that sputtered
molybdenium would get any traces of impurity gases other than argon.
The spectrum of the copper hollow cathode lamp, illustrated in
Figure 25, indicated ho molecular emission bands were present.

The

copper resonance line at 324.7 nm was sufficiently isolated from argon
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emission lines to provide for accurate, sensitive analysis using the
Perkin Elmer 303.

C.

Vacuum Pump
The vacuum pump was a Sargent Welch Duo Seal Model 1404H Vacuum

Pump.

D.

Vacuum Monitoring System
The initial experimental studies of the influence of the secondary

discharge on the fragmentation of aggregates were all done using a Veeco
Thermocouple Gauge Control Unit and a Model DV4AM thermocouple gauge tube.
As a pressure gauge,the unit was modified to measure a vacuum from 0 to
27 torr.

1.

-Vacuum Gauge Control Unit
The circuit was designed to limit the heater filament current

to values below 50 ma.

These currents are safe for use with all currently

manufactured thermocouple gauge tubes.

The circuit as illustrated in

Figure 26 was designed to be used with a thermocouple gauge tube built
to operate in the range of 0 to 27 torr.
Several features were designed into the vacuum gauge control unit
circuit in order to increase its versatility and survivability.

These

features are the following:
1)

The two 5.6 ohm 1 watt resistors may be replaced with 2 ohm

3 watt resistors for the Veeco DV1M.
-3
vacuums of between 10
to 1 torr.

This tube was designed to measure
The unit needed to be recalibrated

if the replacement resistors and thermocouple gauge tube were used.
2)

The 10,000 ohm ten turn precision potentiometer was used to
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adjust the meter zero reading when the unit was calibrated.

This

feature allowed the unit to be used with any center junction thermo
couple gauge tube regardless of manufacturer.

The potentiometer was

used to obtain a reference potential equal to that at the junction of
the thermocouple and the heater filament.

This reference potential

was chosen at atmospheric pressure since it was effectively constant.
3)

The 200,000 ohm ten turn precision potentiometer was used

to adjust for the maximum needle deflection at the pressure correspon
ding to the least heat loss from the thermopile.

The large resistance

permitted accurate readings regardless of the battery voltage.

This

feature allowed the unit to be independent of an AC power source if
desired.

This 200,000 ohm potentiometer also compensated for differ

ence in the auxiliary voltage from 6 v.
4)

Two silicon diodes were connected in opposite conducting

directions to protect the meter movement in the event that the thermo
couple attained heater potential which may result if the tube was jolted
and the heater filament was broken.
The 6 v battery used was a heavy duty zinc-carbon type which pro
vided about 25 hours of continuous operation.

It is recommended that a

rechargable 6 v battery be used.

2.

Calibration Procedure for the Vacuum Gauge Control Unit
A calibration curve was necessary because the meter response

was not a linear function of the vacuum. A "Vacustat" model mercury mano
meter (manufactured by Edwards High Vacuum Ltd., Crowley, Sussex, England)
was used to calibrate the vacuum gauge control unit.

The calibration pro-
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cedure was as follows:
1)

The mercury manometer was connected to the sputtering cell

by means of a 14/35 female joint in place of the replaceable secondary
discharge electrode.
2)

The sputtering cell and mercury manometer were connected to

a source of argon at atmospheric pressure.

The vacuum gauge control unit

was set to zero.
3)
pump.

The cell was then evacuated to the full vacuum produced by the

The mercury manometer was used to verify that no air leaks were

present.
4)

The flow meter control valve was partially opened to provide

an increase in cell pressure corresponding to a maximum needle deflection
on the vacuum gauge control unit.

The ten turn 200,000 ohm potentiometer

was adjusted to obtain a meter reading of 100.
5)

The flow meter control valve was then closed and the cell

evacuated to 0.02 torr and the meter deflection recorded.
6)

The flow meter control valve was opened slightly^ increasing

the cell pressure.

The meter deflections for various cell pressures

were recorded and the data plotted.

It was important that the thermo

couple heater current remained constant because small changes in this
current produced large variance in meter reading.

This was not a problem

when a new battery or constant voltage source was used.
The peak in the calibration curve resulted from the position in
which the thermocouple gauge tube was connected to the vacuum line.

The

gas flowing past the open tube to which the thermocouple gauge tube was
connected caused the pressure at the thermocouple to be reduced below
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that in the sputter cell.

This phenomenon was reproducible provided

the same cathode insert was used.

The cathode insert restricted the

flow of gas; therefore, the flowmeter and vacuum gauge control unit
must be recalibrated each time a new cathode insert was used.

Cali

bration curves for the vacuum gauge control unit using various cathode
inserts are shown in Figures 27 through 29.

E.

Vacuum Line and Gas Handling System
The sputtering cells used on this project were all operated at

reduced pressures with a flowing stream of purified inert gas.

1.

Oxygen Scrubber and Gas Purifier
Oxygen was removed by passing through a resistively heated

pyrex tube filled with copper turnings.

The oxygen was trapped as non

volatile copper oxide in the tube heated to 450°C.

Water vapor and

hydrocarbons were removed by passing the deoxygenated argon through
ambient temperature tube filled with anhydrous calcium sulphate
activated coconut charcoal.

an

and with

The gas, after passing through these scrub

bers, was filtered through glass wool before being introduced into the
sputtering cell.
The copper filled resistively heated oxygen scrubber was regenerated
using hydrogen gas as illustrated in Figure 30.

2.

The Vacuum Line
Most vacuum lines are made using glass tubing or metal piping;

however, these two substances were unsuitable for these studies, thus
polyethylene tubing and latex rubber tubing were used to prevent conduc
tion of electricity.

The diagram of the vacuum line and associated gas
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handling system is shown in Figure 31.

-

The h inch inside diameter 5/8 inch outside diameter polyethylene
tubing was used to construct the remaining part of the vacuum line.

F.

Power Supplies
The power supplies for the primary and secondary discharge plasma

were designed and constructed in these laboratories as shown in Figure 32.
Several features were incorporated into the power supplies to insure
operator safety and stable operation such as allowing the high voltage
to be connected to exposed junctions without danger of a shock hazard to
laboratory personnel.

The high voltage rectifier circuit used a bridge

configuration to obtain maximum output voltage from the transformer with
a minimum of ripple.

The large capacity electrolytic capacitors prevented

the AC voltage component from passing through the sputtering cell.

The

high current carrying capacity choke also prevented this ripple current
from passing through the sputtering cell.
Figure 33 illustrates the circuit for the secondary discharge power
supply.

G.

Sputtering Cell Holder
The stainless steel worm gear band clamp was silver soldered to a

length of

inch diameter thick wall copper tubing.

The copper tubing,

which served as a support rod, was connected normal to the screw housing.
This configuration provided the most rigid surface to connect the support
rod, while at the same time allowed the maximum variation in diameter of
the band clamp.

The clamp around the sputtering cell allowed the cell to

be mounted in position and electrically isolated.

This clamp and rod com

bination was connected to the sputtering cell support rod with standard
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brass support clamp holders.
The burner holder assembly originally supplied with the Perkin

Elmer 303 was modified by the attachment of a new rod actuating lever,
shown in Figure 34, and was made from a h inch thick brass plate.

H.

Sputtering Cell
The cell illustrated in Figure 35 was used to gather the data

during these studies.

This sputtering cell design was equipped with

removable windows, secondary discharge electrode, anode, and a metal
standard taper joint cathode.

A discussion of the various components

follows.

1.

Metal Standard Taper Joint Cathode
A metal standard taper joint cathode was used since it was

easily removed for cleahing when necessary.

The design allowed inserts

of various metals to be used instead of machining a cathode from the
pure metal.

a)

Copper
The cathode material used for the studies of copper sput

tering was 99.99% copper metal.

The insert of the 14/35 standard taper

joint cathode was machined from a length of electrolytic copper wire h
inch in diameter.

A 1/8 inch diameter hole was bored the length of the

copper rod to allow argon flow through the cathode.

The outer portion of

the 14/35 standard taper joint cathode was made from free machining brass.
A neoprene rubber "0" ring provided a vacuum tight seal and also allowed
0.003 inches clearance between the brass 14/35 standard taper male joint
and the glass 14/35 standard taper female joint.

This clearance was pro-
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vided to compensate for the differences in coefficient of expansion of
the two substances.

The small clearance was less than the cathode dark

space; therefore, no copper was sputtered from the sides of the brass
14/35 standard taper joint.
The insert copper tube was shrink fitted into the brass 14/35
standard taper joint.

This procedure insured good electrical contact

and efficient heat removal.

A length of H inch outside diameter copper

tubing was inserted into the base of the brass 14/35 standard taper joint
and was silver soldered to the brass joint.

A water jacket was made from

a length of h inch diameter copper tubing and was placed concentrically
over the ^ inch diameter copper tubing.

Two lengths of copper tubing

were inserted perpendicularly into the h inch tubing for cooling water
flow.

An illustration of the cathode with the intergal water jacket is

shown in Figure 36.

b)

Platinum
The cathode material used for the studies of plati

num sputtering was 1 mm diameter platinum wire of approximately 99.99%
purity.

The wire was wound into a tightly wound, tapered spiral and in

serted into the center opening of a stainless steel 14/35 standard taper
male joint.

The spiral used with the stainless steel 14/35 standard taper

joint is illustrated in Figure 37.
The stainless steel 14/35 standard taper male joint had a groove
cut to accomodate a neoprene rubber "0" ring.

The "0" ring provided a

vacuum tight seal and also allowed approximately 0.004 inches clearance
between the metal male joint and the glass female joint of the sputter
cell.

This clearance was provided to compensate for differences in co-
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efficient of expansion of the two materials.

This small clearance was

less than the cathode dark space, therefore, no metal was sputtered
from the sides of the stainless steel 14/35 standard taper joint.
A length of h inch outside diameter copper tubing was inserted
into the base of the stainless steel 14/35 standard taper joint and
silver soldered to provide a vacuum tight seal.

A h inch diameter cop

per tube 5 inches long was inserted into a groove cut around the base
and silver soldered concentric to the axis of the h inch diameter copper
tube.

The open end of the h inch diameter copper tube was sealed with a

brass washer and silver soldered.

Prior to this sealing operation, two

h inch diameter holes were drilled through the wall of the % inch dia
meter copper tube.

Two 3 inch lengths of

inch diameter

were inserted into

these holes and silver soldered to the

tube perpendicular

to the axis of the tube.

were placed on the

ends of the tubes to provide means for

copper tubing
h inch diameter

Brass Swagelok connectors
aleakproof

connection to the water line.

c)

Arsenic Sputtering Cathodes
The arsenic used in the study was 99.5% pure powder

obtained from the Alfa Division of the Ventron Corporation (lot No.
120870 -30 mesh).

This arsenic metal was used to manufacture the two

types of cathodes used in this study and was the purest grade of arsenic
available in these laboratories.

1)

Spiral Type Cathode
A spiral similar to the one used in the study

of platinum sputtering was made from 20 B + S ga. nichrome wire,

it was
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coated with arsenic metal and was proved to be unsatisfactory.

2)

Cup Type Cathode Insert
A cup type cathode insert was used as the

atomization source instead of the arsenic coated nichrome wire spiral
because a cup type insert would contain more arsenic metal and provide
better heat exchange than the wire spiral.

The insert was placed into

the stainless steel male 14/35 standard taper joint with the large hole
toward the narrow end of the joint.

Arsenic metal was placed in the cup

(see Figure 37).
The metal joint with cathode insert was installed in the sputtering
cell and the cell evacuted.

2.

Anode
An illustration of the removable anode is shown in Figure

38.
The anode was connected to the vacuum line via a modified brass
tubing connector.

The anode tubing was supported using a wooden dowel

connected to a length of copper tubing and secured by means of a worm
clamp.

This arrangement allowed the anode to be rotated slightly per

mitting easy optical alignment of the sputtering cell.

The movable

anode support also allowed the vacuum line to be supported with a re
mote clamp when the arsenic study was performed using the single beam
atomic absorption apparatus.

3.

Secondary Discharge Electrodes
This cell used one fixed and one removable secondary

discharge electrode.

The fixed electrode, connected to the positive
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terminal of the power supply, did not become heated in operation.
Large plasma currents caused the removable electrode to become red
hot after 30 seconds.

Incandescence of the electrode wire did not

affect the atomic absorption measurements.

a)

Fixed Electrode
The fixed electrode used a tungsten-to-glass seal

as the feedthrough.

A length of 0.020 inch diameter molybdenium wire

was welded to the 0.015 inch diameter tungsten wire on the interior end.
A length of braided copper wire was welded on the exterior end of the
tungsten wire.

A 3 mm inside diameter glass sleeve shielded the molyb

denium wire and was fused to the cell wall.

A small quantity of Apiezon

W high temperature sealing wax was fused over the exterior portion of
the glass-to-metal seal.

b)

Removable Electrode
The removable secondary discharge electrode is

illustrated in Figure 39.

c)

Quartz Sleeves for Secondary Electrodes
A short length of quartz tubing was placed over

both the fixed and removable electrode glass shield and extended 10 mm
beyond the end of the electrode wire.

This additional sleeve made

cleaning of the sputtered metal much easier by immersion in aqua regia
to dissolve any condensed metal.
The quartz sleeves also served to direct the secondary plasma
linearly between the two electrodes.

This was necessary when the metal

cathode insert was close to the secondary discharge electrodes to prevent
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short circuitry.

Disconnecting the primary discharge power supply did

not prevent shorting when the quartz sleeves were omitted indicating
that the metal cathode served as a path of lower

resistance than the gas

discharge, instead of a short circuit through the two power supplies.

4.

Removable Windows
The windows used on this cell, shown in Figure 39,

were

25 mm diameter 1 mm thick quartz optical flats epoxy sealed to 24/40
female standard taper glass joints.

Larger diameter windows did not

attenuate or interfere with focusing the hollow cathode radiation.

5.

Cleaning of the Sputtering Cell
The

large volume of the sputtering cell along with the

rapid argon flow prevented rapid
terior surfaces.

buildup of sputtered metal on the

in

The cell was onerated for up to a week without any

need to clean off the condensed metal.

The only daily cleaning required

was the replacement of the quartz secondary discharge outer sleeves with
clean ones.
The removable components were separated from the cell for weekly
cleaning and the cell removed from the optical path and cleaned with a
50% mixture of

reagent nitric acid and water then finally ethanol.

EXPERIMENTAL

A.

Experimental Technique Using Perkin Elmer 303
The strip chart recorder was used to produce a permanent copy of

the absorption by sputtered atoms and fragmented aggregates.

The pro

cedure for recording the data was as follows:

1.
turned on

The hollow cathode lamp, oxygen scrubber, and recorder were
for at least 30 minutes to rise to operating tempera

ture.

2.

The sputtering cell was evacuated.

3.

The zero and 100% levels were set.

4.

The flow meter control valve was adjusted to a desired cell

pressure.

5.

The primary discharge power supply was turned on and the

current adjusted to the desired value.

The cooling water to the sput

tering cell cathode was turned on to maximum.

6.

The primary discharge current was adjusted as necessary after

warm-up to compensate for any changes in current if necessary.

7.

The absorption due to atoms and aggregates sputtered only

the primary discharge was recorded on the strip chart recorder.

About

30 seconds was allowed to obtain an average absorption.

8.

The secondary discharge power supply was turned on but no

current was allowed to flow.

No absorption change was seen without
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by
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secondary discharge current.

Hence, no fragmentation of sputtered

aggregated occurred without current flow between the secondary dis
charge electrodes.

This operation also verified that the secondary

discharge power supply was electrically isolated from the primary
discharge power supply.
*

9.

The current in the secondary discharge plasma was increased

and the absorption at various currents was recorded.

10.

Absorption data were obtained for the sputtered metal atoms

and aggregates, alternating between primary discharge alone and primary
discharge and secondary discharge.

11.

Absorption data were also obtained using the various secondary

discharge plasma currents alone with the primary plasma extinguished.

The

data were collected using various sputtering cell pressures held constant.
The data indicated the amount of metal being sputtered from the secondary
electrodes only.

12.

The above procedure (Steps 5 through 11) was repeated with

various sputtering cell pressures held constant.

The data are presented

in the following section.

B.

Experimental Technique Using Single Beam Spectrophotometer
The single beam unit did not automatically compensate for plasma

emission nor did it reject completely any modulated plasma emission.

A

correction for this emission was required when the single beam unit was
used.
The background emission signal of the plasma was monitored each
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time absorption data were obtained enabling corrections to be made to
relate signal intensity to percent absorption.
The following procedure was used to obtain and record data:

1.

The sealed arsenic hollow cathode lamp, oxygen scrubber, and

recorder were turned on and allowed to rise to operating temperature.
The amplifier, photomultiplier power supply, and hollow cathode lamp
power supply were allowed to remain in a standby mode continuously,
therefore, no warmup time was required for these components.

2.

The hollow cathode lamp current was adjusted to 23 ma as re

commended by the manufacturer.

The lamp was allowed a minimum of 30

minutes to rise to the operating temperature with this current flow.

3.

The mechanical chopper was activated and the amplifier placed

in the percent transmission and external chopper mode of operation.

The

photomultiplier voltage was adjusted to approximately 450 volts at this
time.

4.

The wavelength adjustment knob was turned slightly to either

side of the 193.7 nm resonance line to assure that the monochrometer was
correctly adjusted.
was 1931.5 + 0 . 1

5.

The dial position producing maximum signal intensity

on the wavelength counter.

The entrance and exit slits of the monochrometer were both

opened to 50 microns slit width.
justed to 2 mm.

The slit height for both slits was ad

This small slit height reduced the intensity of the

plasma emission signal without appreciably attenuating the hollow cathode
radiation signal.
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6.

The entrance slit of the monochrometer was blocked and the

amplifier zero adjust knob turned to produce a recorder trace at 0 on
the chart paper.

The recorder zero adjust had been previously set to

provide a pen trace at 0 with the input leads shorted.

7.

The monochrometer entrance slit blockage was removed and the

photomultiplier voltage was adjusted to produce a pen response of approximatley 90% full scale deflection.

This voltage was approximately

475 v.

8.

The monochrometer was purged with nitrogen.

9.

The sputtering cell was evacuated and purged with argon.

10.

The photomultiplier voltage was adjusted to produce fullscale

pen deflection and this recorder trace was labeled 0% absorption.
I

11.

The hollow cathode radiation was blocked between the chopper

and the sputtering cell and this recorder trace was labeled 100% absorp
tion.

12.

The cell pressure was adjusted and monitored with the pre

viously calibrated vacuum gauge.

13.

The primary discharge power supply was turned on and the

current adjusted to the desired valve.

The cooling water to the sput

tering cell cathode was turned on to provide a maximum flow of water
through the heat exchanger.

14.

After 10 minutes the primary discharge current was adjusted

to compensate for any changes in current if necessary.

The absorption
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produced by sputtered arsenic in this initial period was not constant
when a constant current and gas flow were used.

15.

The radiation from the hollow cathode lamp was blocked by

placing an opaque card between the chopper and the sputtering cell.
The recorder trace obtained through this operation corresponded to the
plasma emission produced by excited arsenic atoms.

16.

The blockage was removed and the recorder trace obtained

through this operation corresponded to the absorption produced by free
ground state atoms and aggregates of arsenic.

About 30 seconds was

allowed to obtain an average absorption.

17.

The secondary discharge power supply was turned on but no

current was allowed to flow.

The recorder trace obtained through this

operation remained the same as in the previous step indicating that no
fragmentation of sputtered aggregates occurred without current flow be
tween the secondary discharge electrodes.

This operation also verified

that the secondary discharge power supply was electrically isolated from
the primary discharge power supply.

18.

The current in the secondary discharge plasma was increased

and the pen response obtained through this operation was recorded.

19.

The radiation from the hollow cathode lamp was blocked by

placing the opaque card between the chopper and the sputtering cell.
The recorder trace obtained through this operation corresponded to the
plasma emission reaching the monochrometer entrance slit.

20.

The blockage was removed and the pen allowed to return to a
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constant value.

This value was the same as that recorded in step

18.

21.

The secondary discharge plasma was extinguished after

appromimately 30 seconds of operation.

Secondary discharge plasma

operation for longer than about 30 seconds was not allowed because
the neg'ative electrode wire became incandescent when high plasma
currents were used.

22.

Recordings were made after the secondary plasma was

extinguished.

The recorder trace obtained by the secondary plasma

was generally in the same position as that obtained in step 16.

This

indicated that the sputtering produced by the primary discharge alone
was constant.

23.

The radiation from the hollow cathode was blocked.

The

recorder trace obtained through this operation was in the same position
as that obtained in step 15.

This indicated that the plasma emission

remained constant.

24.

Steps 18 through 23 were repeated for various secondary dis

charge currents.

The currents used were those which produced a voltage

drop of 900 volts or less across the secondary plasma and internal
series resistor (10000-ft 50w) of the power supply.

Voltages greater

than 900 volts resulted in breakdown of the dielectric in the electro
lytic capacitors of the filter network, therefore, currents due these
voltages were not used.
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25.

The primary discharge was extinguished and the wavelength

checked for drift.

The narrow spectral slit width (0.8 A) used in

this study made the monochrometer adjustment critical.

26.

The primary discharge plasma was re-established and the

current adjusted.

Steps 14 through 25 were repeated for each value

of primary discharge current used.

27.

The primary discharge plasma was extinguished after all data

from the primary currents listed were gathered.

The recorder trace

caused only by various secondary discharge plasma currents measured
the amount of metal sputtered from the secondary electrodes only.

28.

Steps 10 through 27 were repeated for each sputtering cell

pressure listed.

The data are presented in the following section.

SPUTTERING DATA AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A.

Copper

1.

Effect of Primary Discharge Current on Absorption
The theory of sputtering states that the quantity of metal

ejected from a cathode surface is dependent upon the number of inci
dent ions of equal energy striking the surface.
Figure 40 illustrates the increase in absorption observed as the
primary discharge current was increased at a constant sputtering cell
pressure and inert gas flow.

The increase in absorption with increased

primary discharge current indicated that more metal was being removed
from the cathode as a greater number of bombarding ions were incident
upon its surface.

Primary currents greater than 40 ma were not inves

tigated in this study because the power supply was not capable of de
livering them at all of the cell pressures used.

2.

Effect of Sputtering Gas Pressure on Absorption
The pressure of the inert gas in the cell should affect the

sputtering of metal from the cathode surface.

At increased cell pres

sures a greater number of collisions occurred between the argon ions
and the argon atoms.

Energy was lost from the accelerated argon ions

with every inelastic collision occurring in the path from the anode to
the cathode.

The result of these collisions was the lowering of the

average energy of the ions incident on the surface of the cathode
which should produce a corresponding decrease in sputtered atoms.
The pressure of the sputtering cell was increased by increasing
the flow of inert gas through the cathode tube.
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The quantity of gas
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passing through the cathode tube increased as the cell pressure in
creased; however, the linear flow of the gas atoms over the cathode
surface remained nearly constant.

Table V U lists the flowmeter and

volume flow readings obtained using a bubble meter.
pressure was used in both cases of argon or air.

The same inlet

Table VE also lists

the expanded flow rate and the linear flow at the exit of the 1/8 inch
inside diameter cathode tube.

The cell pressure was measured with the

mercury manometer during this calibration.
At constant linear flow each collision of an argon atom with an
argon ion should reduce the energy of the latter by the same amount.
The number of collisions determined the final energy of the argon ion
striking the cathode surface.

This number of collisions was related

to the cell pressure.
Figure 41 illustrates the change in absorption observed as the
cell pressure was increased with the primary discharge current held
constant.

The optimum pressure range for greatest absorption was ob

served over the range of 3 to 5 torr.
The pressure range.which produced the greatest absorption by
sputtered copper was 3.6 torr.

This was also the pressure range over

which the hollow cathode 324.7 nm emission intensity was greatest.
The data implied that the ejection of free copper atoms was the pre
ferred form of sputtered metal in this pressure range.
The decrease in absorption observed as the pressure was increased
above the optimum range indicated that fewer free atoms were sputtered
from the target cathode surface into the light path.

This observation

agreed with the theory that a decrease in sputtered metal atoms should
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occur as the average energy of the bombarding ion species decreased.
The consistency of absorption as the sputtering cell pressure were
increased above 6 torr were not in agreement with the sputtering theory.
An increase in pressure was expected to decrease the average energy of
the bombarding ions resulting in a steady decrease of the quantity of
metal sputtered from the cathode surface.
Perhaps the metal sputtered from the cathode surface was ejected
initially in the form of free metal atoms which coalesce into aggregates
upon collision with each other.

The increase in sputtering cell pres

sure would be expected to increase the probability of the free metal
atoms colliding with and being slowed by argon atoms.

A slowed metal

atom would therefore, remain for a longer time in the neighborhood of
the cathode surface forming aggregate formation.

An aggregate does not

exhibit atomic absorption.
An aggregate composed of a few copper atoms should attenuate the
hollow cathode radiation the same amount as one composed of more atoms.
The high linear flow at the cathode surface swept these aggregates along
with free atoms into the optical path where absorption occurred.

The

larger number of rare gas atoms which flowed through the cathode as cell
pressure was increased diluted the free atoms and reduced aggregate
formation at the highest pressures.
gregates from forming.

The dilution prevented larger ag

The overall effect was possibly to produce many

small aggregates along with few free atoms at pressures near 8 torr and
large aggregates along with more free atoms at pressures near 6 torr.
The resultant absorption in both cases should be similar.
The effect of pressure on copper sputtering was to cause an in
crease in atomic absorption as pressure was increased to about 3.6 torr,
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then a decrease in atomic absorption as pressure was increased further.
The observation of non-atomic absorption during sputtering had
been observed by other investigators and was attributed to aggregation
of metal atoms.

The formation of aggregates was minimized by reducing

the concentration of free atoms in the gas phase.

It was these aggre

gates which were the subject of the next phase of this experiment.

3.

Effect of the Secondary Discharge on Absorption
The formation of aggregates was believed to be an important

factor in accounting for the decreased absorption observed in the sput
tering of copper.

These aggregates must be fragmented into smaller

clusters and free atoms in order to prove this theory.

To minimize

coalescing of the fragments,a suitable means was needed to remove the
aggregates from near the cathode surface where they were formed while
at the same time reducing the concentration of free atoms per unit
volume.

A rapid linear flow of inert gas through a sputtering tube

and into an expansion chamber satisfied these requirements.
The next problem was to fragment the particles and to measure the
increase in the number of free atoms formed.
A similar two step process occured when a high intensity hollow
Cathode lamp was operated with low energy ions.
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It was theorized that bombarding the aggregates with high energy
rare gas atoms and ions was capable of fragmenting the aggregates into
smaller particles and free atoms.

Plasma containing these high energy

species would also ionize some of the free atoms along with exciting
others.

The excited atoms would emit resonance radiation.

It was

necessary to employ a measuring method which would ignore this emission .
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Such a method was found by using a direct current to excite the auxiliary
plasma and modulating the emission of a hollow cathode lamp.

A tuned

amplifier was used to determine the absorption by the species in the
plasma.

The rare gas ions initially produced in the secondary discharge

plasma were all of equal energy in spite of the secondary discharge cur
rent.

The plasma was operated in the normal glow discharge range where

the voltage applied to sustain the plasma was constant and independent
of current flow.

The constant voltage initially produced ions of equal

energy; however, the current determined the number of these ions pro
duced.

The greater the current passed through the plasma, the greater

the number of equal energy ions produced.

This remained true for the

currents used in this study since the voltage drop did not rise with
currents between 1 and 50 ma.
The voltage drop across the secondary discharge plasma throughout
these experiments was approximately 300 volts.

This voltage was greater

than that required to remove the eighth electron from an argon atom
119
(IPQ = 143.456 ev).
o

It was assumed that all of the plasma ions pro-

duced by the passage of the secondary discharge current were not singly
charged; however, multiply charged ions rapidly acquired electrons from
collision with neutral argon atoms.

Fewer multiply charged ions were

expected as the distance from the positive electrode became greater.
The absorption in these studies was observed within a 4 mm diameter
cylindrical volume having a center approximately 7.5 mm from the tip
of the positive secondary discharge electrode.

The small volume sam

pled at this distance from the electrode suggested that ion energy
should be fairly constant in the region sampled.
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Figures 42 through 50 illustrate the percent absorption observed
with and without a secondary discharge while copper was sputtered at
a constant current.

Each figure illustrates the percent absorption

observed at constant pressure.

These data are discussed in groups

with

a common sputtering cell pressure and flow rate.

a.

Influence on Absorption of Secondary Discharge
at 2.4 Torr
Figure 42 illustrates the increase in percent ab

sorption observed with a secondary discharge when copper was sputtered
using currents of 20, 30 and 40 ma respectively. The pressure was
constant at 2.4 torr throughout this study.

held

In each study there was an

increase in absorption as current flowed through the secondary discharge.
The increase in absorption verified the theory that a secondary discharge
plasma composed of high energy species was capable of fragmenting aggre
gates into a number of atoms.
In each study the absorption increased until a limiting current was
passed through the plasma indicating that a greater number of aggregates
was

being fragmented as the number of rare gas ions.in the plasma in

creased.

These data were interpreted to indicate that the rare gas ions

initially produced either struck an aggregate, producing fragmentation,
or struck an argon atom losing momentum in the process.

The ion was

eventually slowed to a point where it no longer had enough momentum to
fragment an aggregate upon impact.
The probability of an ion striking an aggregate remained constant at
a fixed cell pressure and aggregate concentration as obtained with a fixed
primary discharge current and cell pressure.

The probability that an ion
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of sufficient momentum would strike and fragment an aggregate was
dependent upon the number of these high energy species present.
The increase in absorption as secondary discharge current was
increased was due to the increase in probability that an ion of
sufficient momentum struck and fragmented an aggregate.
The absorption remained constant once a limiting current was
passed through the secondary discharge plasma.

The limiting current

was 7 ma in all three studies performed at this pressure.

A limiting

ion momentum was reached under these conditions of accelerating voltage
and inert gas pressure, hence, aggregates requiring a greater impacting
momentum were not fragmented.
Another interpretation of these data, that the absorption reached
a limiting value because all the aggregates were fragmented into free
atoms, does not seem acceptable.

Sputtering of the metal using high

plasma currents caused a visible coating of copper to deposit on the in
side surfaces of the sputtering cell.

This visible coating of copper

weighed perhaps several milligrams and was produced in a few minutes of
sputtering.

Such a large quantity of metal, if completely fragmented

into free atoms, would be expected to produce a greater absorption signal
than that observed.

b.

Influence on Absorption of Secondary Discharge
at 3.0 Torr
Figure 43 illustrates the percent increase in ab

sorption observed with a secondary discharge when copper was sputtered
using currents of 20, 30 and 40 ma and a constant pressure of 3.0 torr.
A summary of the observations is as follows:
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1.

There was an increase in absorption as current flowed through

thesecondary
2.
creased
3.

discharge.

The absorption

increased as secondary discharge

current in

until a limiting current was reached.
The limiting current increased as the primary discharge

cur

rent increased.
4.

The absorption remained constant over a range of secondary

discharge currents.
5.

The absorption began to decrease when secondary discharge

currents greater than 30 ma were used.

A possible explanation was

that the high energy ions in the secondary discharge plasma were ex
citing or ionizing ground state atoms along with fragmenting aggregates.

c.

Influence on Absorption of Secondary Discharge
at 3.4 Torr
Figure 44 illustrates the percent increase in ab

sorption observed with a secondary discharge when copper was sputtered
using currents of 20, 30 and 40 ma and a constant pressure of 3.4 torr.
A summary of the observations is as follows:
1.

There was an increase in absorption as current flowed through

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased until a limiting current was reached.

d.

Influence on Absorption of Secondary Discharge
at 3.6 Torr
Figure 45 illustrates the percent increase in ab

sorption observed with a secondary discharge when copper was sputtered
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using currents of 20, 30 and 40 ma and a constant pressure of 3.6 torr.
A summary of the observations is as follows:
1.

There was an increase in absorption as current flowed through

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased until a limiting current was reached.
3.

There was a slight decrease in absorption as secondary dis

charge current was increased for the sputtering study at 20 ma.

e.

Influence on Absorption of Secondary Discharge
at 4.3 Torr
Figure 46 illustrates the percent increase in ab

sorption observed with a secondary discharge when copper was sputtered
using currents of 20, 30 and 40 ma and a constant pressure of 4.3 torr.
A summary of the observations is as follows:
1.

There was an increase in absorption as current flowed through

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased until a limiting current was reached.

f.

Influence on Absorption of Secondary Discharge
at 4.7 Torr
Figure 47 illustrates the percent increase in absorp

tion observed with a secondary discharge when copper was sputtered using
currents of 20, 30 and 40 ma and a constant pressure of 4.7 torr.

A

summary of the observations is as follows:
1.

There was an increase in absorption as current flowed through

the secondary discharge.
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2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased until a limiting current was reached.
3.

There was a slight decrease in absorption as secondary dis

charge current was increased for the sputtering study at 30 ma.

g.

Influence on Absorption of Secondary Discharge
at 6.0 Torr
Figure 48 illustrates the percent increase in absorp

tion observed with a secondary discharge when copper was sputtered using
currents of 20, 30 and 40 ma and a constant pressure of 6.0 torr.

A

summary of the observations is as follows:
1.

There was an increase in absorption as current flotted through

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased until a limiting current was reached.

h.

Influence on Absorption of Secondary Discharge
at 7.0 Torr
Figure 49 illustrates the percent increase in absorp

tion observed with a secondary discharge when copper was sputtered using
currents of 20, 30 and 40 ma and a constant pressure of 7.0 torr.

A

summary of the observations is as follows:
1.

There was an increase in absorption as current flowed through

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased until a limiting

current was reached for sputtering using 20

and 30 ma.
3.

The absorption continued to increase as secondary discharge
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current increased for the sputtering study using 40 ma.

^

Influence on Absorption of Secondary Discharge
at 8.0 Torr
Figure 50 illustrates the percent increase in absorp

tion observed with a secondary discharge when copper was sputtered using
currents of 20, 30 and 40 and a constant pressure of 8.0 torr.

A sum

mary of the observations is as follows:
1.

There was an increase in absorption as current flowed through

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased until a limiting current was reached for sputtering using 20
and 30 ma.
3.

The absorption continued to increase as secondary discharge

current increased for the sputtering study using 40 ma.

Interpretation of the Absorption Trends Influenced by
the Secondary Discharge
The absorption was influenced by the secondary discharge
in all experiments performed in this study.

The increase in absorption

was small at the higher pressures studied, however, the percent increase
from the primary discharge absorption increased as cell pressure increased
indicating that several processes were occurring as the cell pressure was
increased.
The small increase in absorption with secondary discharge at higher
sputtering cell pressures was interpreted to indicate that the aggregates
were larger at the higher sputtering pressures used.

The bombarding rare

gas atoms fragmented the large aggregates into smaller aggregates with the

/
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formation of few free atoms.

The high linear gas flow rates used swept

away these smaller aggregates before they were fragmented further.

This

assumption was verified in a qualitative experiment during which time
the bypass valve was opened.

The bypass allowed gas to enter the vacuum

line without passing through the cell reducing the flow through the sput
tering cell.

A greater increase in absorption may be obtained if the

linear flow was decreased with the sputtering cell pressure fixed.
Quantitative studies using a bypass flow were not performed because
the sputtered metal had a greater tendency to diffuse to the inside sur
faces of the sputtering cell when the linear gas flow was reduced.

The

sputtered metal collected on the glass standard taper joint containing
the cathode and formed a mirror-like surface within a few minutes of op
eration.

The metallic coating was isolated from the cathode by only

0.003 inches, the clearance designed into the metal joint, and it was
feared that the sputtered metal would eventually build up enough to
bridge this gap.

The absorption due to the primary discharge only in

creased slowly as the metal began to build up suggesting that the con
densed metal was slowly being removed into the optical path.
Frequent cleaning with nitric acid followed by a rinse using a swab
dipped in deionized distilled water was necessary.

The cathode was rein

stalled into the clean standard taper joint and the cell evacuated for a
minimum of 20 minutes to remove any surface traces of water.

This time

consuming process was a major factor for not continuing with this related
experiment.
The small increase in absorption with secondary discharge at higher
sputtering cell pressures was not caused by the lowering of the average
energy of the bombarding gas atoms through inelastic collisions with
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other argon atoms.

The increase in absorption with secondary.discharge

was expected to rise as the current flowing through the plasma increased
if this was the case.

This increase in absorption with increasing secon

dary discharge current was not seen at the higher sputtering cell pres
sures used in this study.

The absorption was observed only to remain

constant as the secondary discharge current was increased when large
quantities of aggregates (large primary discharge currents) were sputtered.
This absorption consistency indicated that lowering of the bombarding
ion energy, as pressure was increased, was not the cause of the small
increase in absorption with a secondary discharge.
Cell pressures greater than 8 torr were not used in these studies
because no available flowmeters were capable of measuring the volumes of
gas passing through the cathode tube.

A bypass tube was installed around

the flowmeter in an attempt to increase the range of the flowmeter, how
ever, the additional pressures used caused the vacuum pump to increase
its pumping speed.

This additional parameter would have further compli

cated the experiment, thus the idea was abandoned.
The stability of the primary discharge plasma was affected by pres
sures greater than about 10 torr.

The rapidly flowing gas caused a

column-like plasma to wander around the tip of the metal cathode.
absorption also varied as this column-like discharge moved.

The

The plasma

was extinguished occasionally upon initiation of the secondary discharge
plasma when low primary discharge currents and high ( >

10 torr) gas

pressures were used. Pressures greater than 10 torr were also beyond the
operating range of the mercury manometer used to verify the cell pressure.
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5.

Percent Increase in Absorption as Cell Pressure
Was Varied
Figures 51 through 53 illustrate the maximum percen

tage increase in absorption with a secondary discharge as the sputtering
cell pressure was varied.

These values were obtained using the limiting

absorption values obtained for the limiting secondary discharge current.
For each primary discharge current there was a pressure range over which
the percent increase in absorption caused by the secondary discharge was
low.

The percent increase in absorption increased as the sputtering cell

pressure was increased.

Within the pressure range of 3 to 5 torr, aggre

gates were not the preferred form of sputtered copper.

This interpreta

tion was implied also by the observation that the emission of the copper
resonance lines was greatest in this pressure range.

The copper resonance

lines originate from excited free atoms returning to ground state, there
fore, the pressure range causing maximum resonance line emission was also
expected to produce the maximum quantity of free metal atoms.

The rapid

decrease in emission intensity of the resonance lines as the pressure was
increased was possibly due to aggregate formation from the sputtered free
atoms.
The observation of an increase in the percent absorption caused by
the secondary discharge as the cell pressure was increased was interpreted
to indicate that aggregate formation, not free atom production, was favored
as the cell pressure was increased.

This has been observed by other inves

tigators; however, the fragmentation of these aggregates into free atoms
had not been observed previously.

The data indicated that these aggregates

were fragmented into free atoms by the secondary discharge.
The percent increase in absorption with secondary discharge as sput-
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tering cell pressure was decreased, may be explained if the possibility
of collision of the primary discharge plasma atoms and ions with the
rare gas atoms is considered.

The rarified gas increased the probability

that an inert gas ion or excited atom struck the cathode target metal
surface without losing momentum due to inelastic collisions with other
rare gas atoms or metal aggregates.

The large potential difference be

tween the anode and cathode accelerated the ion to high velocities.

The

momentum of this ion was transferred inelastically to the target material
and was sufficient to dislodge a metal crystal from the surface or of
knocking loose one of the peaks

w h ich

have been observed in electron

115
micrographs of sputtered surfaces.

These large particles appeared

as aggregates to the bombarding ions and atoms in the secondary discharge
plasma.
The observation that aggregate formation from a free atom population
was the favored condition as the gas pressure was increased, suggests a
far reaching possibility.

It may be the explanation for the low sensi

tivity of the noble metals in atomic absorption spectroscopy using low
temperature flames and electrothermal atomizers. -

B.

Platinum

1.

Effect of Primary Discharge Current on Absorption
Sputtering theory states that the quantity of metal ejected

from a cathode surface is dependent upon the number of incident ions of
equal energy striking the surface.

The number of atoms and aggregates

ejected from the cathode surface should increase as the plasma current
increased.

It was assumed that all argon ions impinging on the cathode

surface were singly ionized after traveling 45 mm from the anode to the
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cathode.
Figure 54 illustrates the absorption observed as the primary dis
charge current was increased using a constant sputtering cell pressure
and inert gas flow.

More platinum was removed from the cathode as the

primary discharge current increased.

Primary discharge currents greater

than 40 ma were not used in this study because the primary discharge
power supply was not capable of delivering them at all of the cell pres
sures used.

2.

Effect of Sputtering Gas Pressure on Absorption
The effect of pressure on sputtering was discussed previously

in Section A on page

150.

The pressure of the sputtering cell was increased by increasing the
flow of inert gas through the cathode tube.

The quantity of gas passing

through the cathode tube increased as the cell pressure increased; how
ever, the linear flow of the gas atoms over the cathode surface remained
constant for most of the flow rates used.

Table VUL lists the flowmeter

and volume flow readings obtained using a bubble meter.
pressure was used in both cases of argon or air.

The same inlet

Table VUE also lists

the expanded flow rate and the linear flow at the exit of the 2.5 mm hole
in the tightly wound platinum wire spiral.
escaped between the coils of the spiral.

A negligible amount of gas
The cell pressure was measured

with the mercury manometer during this calibration.
The linear flow was constant for most of the cell pressures used in
this study.

An exception was at the lowest pressure, 1.2 torr, where the

linear flow was reduced approximately 25%.

The flowing inert gas expanding

into the sputtering cell and being evacuated by the vacuum pump was con-
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stant over most of the pressure range used In this experiment'.

The

manufacturer’s specifications indicated that the maximum pumping speed
was approximately 30 liters per minute over the pressure range of 2.0
to 8.0 te>rr.

The restricted opening of the platinum spiral limited

this flow approximately 20%.
Figure 55 illustrates the change in absorption observed as the
cell pressure was increased at constant primary discharge current.
The optimum pressure range was found to be dependent upon the sputtering
current and was observed to be between 1.5 and 2.5 torr for
sputtering.

low current

The optimum pressure range for high current sputtering was

found to be between about 1.5 to 4.0 torr.

This extension of pressure

range as sputtering current was increased, was not found with copper
sputtering.

A possible explanation of this behavior was that high

speed argon ions were fragmenting aggregates of platinum atoms near
the cathode surface.

The free atoms produced in this fragmentation

process were being swept into the optical path by the fast moving gas
stream before the atoms coalesced into aggregates.
The decrease in absorption observed as the pressure was increased
above the optimum range indicated that fewer free atoms were sputtered
from the target cathode surface into the light path.

This observation

agreed with the theory that a decrease in sputtered metal atoms should
occur as the average energy of the bombarding ion species decreased.
No constancy of absorption was seen with an increase in the sput
tering cell pressure as had been observed previously with copper sput
tering.

The absorption decreased smoothly with pressure increases

suggesting that a reduction of argon ion momentum was sputtering fewer
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free atoms.

The question of aggregate formation was not answered by

the data collected to this point.

The next step was to use the

secondary discharge and see whether aggregates, if present, were
fragmented.

3.

Effect of the Secondary Discharge on Absorption
The purpose of these studies was to investigate the influence

of a secondary discharge on the absorption produced by platinum sputter
ed in an inert gas.

It had been established previously that a secondary

discharge produced an increase in absorption of the copper 324.7 nm
atomic resonance line.

It was proposed that the reason for the absorp

tion increase was the fragmentation of copper aggregates by bombardment
with high energy argon ions.

The existence of aggregates produced during

sputtering had been documented by other investigators prior to this work.
Figures 56 through 59 illustrate the increase in absorption observed
with a secondary discharge when platinum was sputtered using currents of
20 and 40 ma.

Various argon pressures in the range of 1.2 to 8.0 torr

were held constant during these studies.

The steady state absorption

was recorded both before and after applying various secondary discharge
plasma currents.
The data indicated that in all studies there was an increase in
absorption of the 266.0 nm platinum resonance line as a result of the
secondary discharge.

This observation was interpreted to indicate that

the high energy argon ions produced by the secondary discharge plasma
were fragmenting aggregates of platinum produced during sputtering.
behavior of platinum was similar to that observed with copper in the
previous studies.

The
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a.

1.2 Torr
Figure 56 illustrates the absorption observed when

platinum was sputtered using a cell pressure of 1.2 torr.

The linear

flow of argon through the 2.5 mm cathode opening was slightly less
than that used in the remainder of these studies.

A summary of the

observations is as follows:
1.

There was an increase in absorption as current flowed through

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased.
3.

No limiting value of absorption was observed as had been the

case for copper sputtering.

b.

1.7 Torr
Figure 56 illustrates the absorption observed when

platinum was sputtered using a cell pressure of 1.7 torr.

The linear

flow of argon through the 2.5 mm cathode opening was approximately
5x10

mm/second as in the remainder of the cell pressures used in

these studies.
1.

A summary of 'the observations is as follows:

There was an increase in absorption as current flowed through

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased using 20 ma sputtering current and no limiting absorption was
reached.
3.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased until a limiting value of absorption was reached using 40 ma
sputtering current.
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c.

2.5 Torr
Figure 56 illustrates the absorption observed when

platinum was sputtered using a cell pressure of 2.5 torr.

A summary

of the observations is as follows:
1.

There was an increase in absorption as current flowed through

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased until a limiting value of absorption was reached.
3.

The absorption using 20 ma sputtering current was lower than

that at 1.7 torr while the absorption using 40 ma was greater than that
at 1.7 torr.

d.

3.7 Torr
Figure 57 illustrates the absorption observed when

platinum was sputtered using a cell pressure of 3.7 torr.
of the observations
1.

There was

A summary

is as follows:
an increase in

absorption as

currentflowedthrough

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased until a limiting value of absorption was reached.

e.

4.5 Torr
Figure 57 illustrates the absorption observed when

platinum was sputtered using a cell pressure of 4.5 torr.
of the observations
1.

There was

A summary

is as follows:
an increase in

absorption as

current flowedthrough

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in-
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creased using 20 ma sputtering current and no limiting absorption was
reached.
3.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased until a limiting value of absorption was reached using 40 ma
sputtering current.

f.

5.1 Torr
Figure 58 illustrates the absorption observed when

platinum was sputtered using a cell pressure of 5.1 torr.
of the observations
1.

There was

A summary

is as follows:
an increase in absorption as

current flowed through

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased.
3.

No limiting value of absorption was observed for the secon

dary discharge currents used.

g.

6.0 Torr
Figure 58 illustrates the absorption observed when

platinum was sputtered using a cell pressure of 6.0 torr.
of the observations
1.

There was

A summary

is as follows:
an increase in absorption as

current flowed through

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased.
3.

No limiting value of absorption was observed for the secon

dary discharge currents used.
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h.

6.7 Torr
Figure 59 illustrates the absorption observed when

platinum was sputtered using a cell pressure of 6.7 torr.
of

A summary

the observations is as follows:
1.

There was an increase in absorption

as current flowed through

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased.
3.

No limiting value of absorption was observed for the secon

dary discharge currents used.

i.

8.0 Torr
Figure 59 illustrates the absorption observed when

platinum was sputtered using a cell pressure of 8.0 torr.
of

A summary

the observations is as follows:
1.

There was

an increase in absorption

as current flowed through

the secondary discharge.
2.

The absorption increased as secondary discharge current in

creased.
3.

No limiting value of absorption was observed for the secon

dary discharge currents used.

4.

Interpretation of the Absorption Trends Influenced by
the Secondary Discharge

a.

High Sputtering Cell Pressure and Absorption
A secondary discharge increased absorption in all experi

ments performed in this study.

The increase was small at the higher
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pressures.

The small Increase was interpreted to indicate that the

aggregates initially produced were larger than those formed at lower
cell pressures.

The higher cell pressure reduced the average energy

of the bombarding argon ions rendering them incapable of completely
fragmenting the larger aggregates.

These larger aggregates were par

tially fragmented into smaller aggregates along with free atoms by the
ions in the secondary discharge plasma.

A small increase in absorption

at higher gas pressures was also observed during the studies performed
using the copper cathode.

b.

Sputtering Current and Its Effect on Absorbance
Large quantities of aggregates prevented the available

argon ions of the secondary discharge plasma from further fragmenting
these large aggregates.

This conclusion was substantiated by noting

the absorbance increase at constant pressure as the primary discharge
current was increased.

An increase in primary discharge current had

been shown previously to increase the number of aggregates sputtered
from the cathode surface.

The absorbance increase with secondary dis

charge is illustrated in Figure 60.

Constant secondary discharge cur

rent produced a constant number of argon ions in the auxiliary plasma;
therefore, the comparison was made using a constant secondary discharge
current for each pressure studied.

The greater increase in absorbance

produced using the lower (20ma) sputtering current indicated that pieces
of the initial aggregates were being fragmented further before being
swept from the optical path.
The greater increase in absorbance at lower sputtering currents
was not observed when copper was sputtered in the previous study.

The
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increase in absorbance from copper aggregate fragmentation was greater
for higher sputtering currents using cell pressure greater than 6 torr,
constant within experimental error for pressures between 4.3 and 4.7
torr, and lower for pressures less than 4.3 torr.

No conclusions were

drawn, therefore, on further fragmentation of the copper aggregates by
argon ions.

It should be noted that the linear flow rates of argon

through the cathode opening in the copper studies was one order of mag
nitude less than in the platinum study; therefore, it is more likely
that further fragmentation of copper would have been observed under
these conditions.

5.

Percent Increase in Absorption as Cell Pressure Was Varied
Figures 61 and 62 illustrate the maximum percentage increase

in absorption with a secondary discharge as the sputtering gas pressure
was varied.

These values were obtained using the maximum absorption

values obtained with the secondary discharge plasma in operation.

For

both primary discharge currents there was a pressure range over which
the increase caused by the secondary discharge was low.

The percent in

crease in absorption rose as the sputtering cell pressure was increased.
These data were interpreted to indicate that within the pressure range of
1 to 4 torr, free atoms, not aggregates, were the preferred form of sput
tered platinum.

This pressure range was also the same where the emission

intensity of the platinum resonance line was greatest.
The increase in the percent absorption caused by the secondary dis
charge as the cell pressure was increased was interpreted to indicate that
aggregate formation, not free atom production, was favored as the cell
pressure was increased.

Aggregate formation at medium (5 torr) sputtering
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pressure has been observed with other metals using sputtering currents of 50 to 80 ma.

112

Aggregate fromation had not been investi

gated or observed previously for sputtered platinum.

The fragmenta

tion of these aggregates into free atoms also had not been observed
previously.
A small percent increase in absorption with secondary discharge
was observed as sputtering cell pressure was decreased below 2.5 torr.
A similar observation was made during the copper sputtering study and
previously explained on page 175.
The observation that aggregates rather than free atoms were the
preferred form of platinum in the gas phase as pressure was increased,
suggests that it is this aggregati.on which is responsible for the low
sensitivity for platinum using atomic absorption and atomizers operating
at atomospheric pressure.

Platinum compounds were not stable at the high

temperatures of a flame or carbon furnace atomizer; therefore, it was
expected that the uncombined element was present in the form of aggre
gates at these temperatures.

Carbon atomizers, which were generally

very efficient for production of free atoms, must be operated at tempo
-9
eratures near 3000 C in order to obtain sensitivities of only 10
g for
platinum.

Techniques which prevented diffusion through carbon walls

increased the sensitivity for other elements but the sensitivity was not
increased for platinum.

120

This observation suggests that the platinum

was still present within the hot tube but not in the form of free atoms.
The high melting (1774°C) and boiling (4530°C) point of platinum
suggested that the platinum-platinum bond was strong.

121

Two platinum

atoms in the’gas phase coalesce upon collision forming a strong platinumplatinum bond capable of undergoing elastic and inelastic collisions.
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without fragmentation.

Collision of this dimer with another platinum

atom or dimer may lead to further polymerization and loss of atomic
absorption sensitivity.

High concentrations of these small aggregates

were expected to aggregate further as was found in these experiments.
It is possible that these platinum aggregates, if present in a
flame, may be fragmented by establishing a plasma through a flame atomizer.

C.

Arsenic

1.

Reason Arsenic Was Chosen
The discovery that platinum aggregate formation was favored at

higher sputtering cell pressures suggested that this may be the cause of
the poor atomic absorption sensitivity for platinum.

Many investigators

have also found that the determination of arsenic by atomic absorption

122
has been difficult and unreliable.

Atomic arsenic can be quickly

changed to molecular arsenic in flame atomizers resulting in a severe
loss in analytical sensitivity.
Earlier work performed in these laboratories on the direct determin
ation of arsenic in ambient air suggested an arsenic carbon interaction

122
in the carbon atomizer used.

Arsenic did not form a stable binary

o
carbon compound at the 1500 C temperature at which the atomizer was op
erated.

It was possible, that the carbon may be acting as an efficient

catalyst in the formation of molecular arsenic species.
Arsenic vapor under equilibrium conditions exists mostly in the
o
123
form of As^ molecules at temperatures below 1000 C.
equilibria exist in the vapor phase:

The following
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A s 4^ - - ~

" 2A s 2

(1)

As^ - - : .

2As

(2)

'

Figure 63 illustrates the equilibrium partial pressures due to
124
As , As , and As molecules at a total pressure of 5 torr,
4
2

which was

within the pressure range studied.
The low gastemperature and
to investigate the
discharge.
ion

pressure used

insputtering

fragmentation of arsenic molecules

with

were ideal
a secondary

Free atoms, formed from the fragmentation of aggregates by

bombardment in the secondary discharge, had a long mean free path

at the low gas pressures used in these studies.

This long mean free

path implied that free atoms formed in the fragmentation process would
not coalesce before being swept into the optical path and detected.
The sputtering system used for the study of aggregate fragmentation
of platinum and copper was suitable to investigate the formation of ar
senic aggregates.

Fragmentation of arsenic aggregates formed at low

pressure and current would indicate that these aggregates were produced
even at low atomic concentrations of arsenic.

The discovery of arsenic

aggregates in a sputtering cell would also indicate that these aggre
gates were either sputtered as clusters of atoms or that they were formed
from free atoms in the gas phase.

Fragmentation of these aggregates by

ion bombardment would provide a means of increasing the atomic absorp
tion sensitivity for arsenic.

2.

Special Considerations for Arsenic Sputtering

a.

Cooling
The high vapor pressure of arsenic required that the metal
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be well cooled during sputtering.

Evaporation of arsenic under equili

brium conditions revealed that the metal existed primarily as As in the
125
*
gas phase.
Non-equilibrium evaporation of arsenic produced As as the
126
major gaseous product.

2
These properties of arsenic required that the

cathode be kept cool in order that metal evaporation be kept to a minimum.
It was expected that free arsenic atoms would be sputtered initially
from the metal surface and that aggregation would occur in the gas phase.
Cooling of the metal was necessary to prevent aggregates of As^ and As^
from being evaporated along with the sputtered atoms.

Aggregates evapo

rated from the cathode surface would be indistinguished from aggregates
formed from coalescing free atoms; therefore, it was imperative that eva
poration be held to a minimum.

b.

High Linear Gas Flow
The sputtered arsenic atoms must be removed rapidly from

the neighborhood of the cathode surface and diluted with inert gas to
lower the arsenic concentration to levels similar to those found in
atomic absorption atomizers.

Aggregation tendencies may be correlated

to those in a flame or graphite tube atomizer only when arsenic concen
trations were similar to those found in these atomizers.

Aggregation

tendencies may not be correlated if the free atoms are allowed to remain
in regions of high concentration for long periods of time.
tions were found in the region near the cathode surface.

Such condi
A 1 mm hole_was

drilled into the base of the cathode cup where the current density,
hence the free atom concentrations, was highest.
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The cathode configura

tion allowed sputtered arsenic to be removed rapidly from the neighbor
hood of the cathode surface and then diluted by expansion into the sput-
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tering cell.

Table

IX

lists the gas flow rate data obtained using

the arsenic filled brass cup cathode.

3.

Experimental Results and Discussion

a.

Effect of Primary Discharge Current on Absorption
Very little absorption was observed during the sputtering

of arsenic in these studies.

Figure 64 illustrates the absorption ob

served as the primary discharge current was increased using a constant
sputtering cell pressure and inert gas flow.
as the sputtering current increased.

The absorption increased

Increases in absorption were also

observed in the sputtering of copper and platinum.
The observation of low absorption even at higher sputtering currents
indicated either that arsenic did not sputter well or that it was not
readily sputtered in the free atomic state.

A noticeable black deposit

of arsenic was rapidly formed on the inner surface of the sputtering cell
glass standard taper joint.

This rapid build up of arsenic indicated

that arsenic sputtered well, however, the low absorption observed indi
cated that free atoms were not the preferred form of sputtered arsenic.

b.

Effect of Sputtering Gas Pressure on Absorption
Figure 65 illustrates the absorption

was sputtered at various gas pressures.
constant in each case.
sures below 4 torr.

observed asarsenic

The sputtering current was held

Free atom sputtering was only observed at pres

No atomic absorption was observed at pressures above

4 torr suggesting that aggregation was occurring inspite of the high
linear flows

used.

The weak absorption observed at lower pressures sug

gested that aggregation was also occurring at these

pressures.

TABLE IX
GAS FLOW RATE DATA OBTAINED USING THE ARSENIC FILLED BRASS CUP CATHODE

Flow Rate
Expanded Flow Rate
Flowmeter
(cc/min at 1 atm
Cell Pressure
Liters/min at Cell
Linear Flow
Ball Height (cm)______Input Pressure)________ (torr)________
Pressure___________ mm/sec

3.0

11.6

0.55

16.0

7.7 x 105

4.0

22. 3

0.98

17.3

8.3 x 1 0 s

5.0

43.0

1.6

20.4

9.8 x 1 0 5

6.0

86.0

2.5

26.1

1.3 x 106

7.0

145.0

3.6

30.6

1.5 x 10®

8.0

176.0

4.6

29.1

1.4 x 10s

9.0

223.9

6.0

28.4

1.4 x 10®

10.0

294.0

7.0

31.9

1.5 x 10®

Linear flow calculated for gas flowing out of the 0.203 inch opening.
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A pressure range of about 1 to 3 torr was the most efficient for
the production of free arsenic atoms in this study.

The weak absorp

tion observed even within the optimum pressure range suggests that ag
gregation was also occurring in this region.
The weak absorption observed in these studies may be explained
conveniently by considering the effect of aggregation.

Two arsenic

atoms formed a dimer, As^» on collision with each other.

Spectroscopic

data have indicated that the normal ground state for this diatomic mole,
cule is a

128
.

The bonding in As

was by a triple bond.

The dis-

2
sociation energy of this triple bond has been calculated to be 91 kcal/
129
mole.
Collision of a pair of these dimers resulted in a tetramer,
As , being formed.
4

The dissociation energy of this tetra-atomic mole-

cule into two dimers has been reported as 69.6 kcal/mole.

130

Either of

these molecular species would not absorb selectively the 193.7 nm reso
nance line of arsenic.

There was a broad absorption band which included

the 193.7 nm resonance line observed for arsenic vapor at temperatures
°

greater than 900 C where As

and As

were being formed from As.

122

The

low plasma gas temperatures in the sputtering cell favored the produc
tion of As. if the necessary collisions were occurring.
4

The absorption

indicated that these collisions were indeed occurring.

c.

Effect of Primary Discharge Current on Emission
The plasma emission of the arsenic 193.7 nm resonance

line was also monitored during these studies.

The narrow spectral slit

width (0.7 A) of the monochrometer and the absence of emission lines
other than the resonance line in the region monitored allowed the 193.7
nm emission only to be monitored.

Table X lists the emission intensity
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TABLE X

PLASMA EMISSION AS A FUNCTION OF
PRIMARY DISCHARGE CURRENT

Pressure
(torr)

0.55

0.9

0.98

1.6

2.1

2.5

3.0

Primary Discharge
Emission
Current
Percent Relative to Hollow
_______ (ma)______________ Cathode Lamp Emission

10
20

0
0

30

0

40

0

50

0

60

1

30

0

40

0

10

0

30

0

40

0

10

0

30

1

40

4

10
20

0
0

30

3

40

5

10

0

30

8

48

1

10

0

20

0.5

30

3.5

40

9
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TABLE X

Continued

PLASMA EMISSION AS A FUNCTION OF
PRIMARY DISCHARGE CURRENT
Primary Discharge
Emission
Pressure
Current
Percent Relative To Hollow
(torr)____________ (ma)______________ Cathode Lamp Emission

3.6

4.0

4.6

5.2

6.0

7.0

20

0

45

2

10

0

20

3

30

0

40

1

20

0

40

0.5

10

0

20

0

30

0

40

0

20

0.5

40

1

20

0

40

1
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p ro d u c e d by th e p la sm a o n ly .
in te n s ity

In a l l b u t

th re e S tu d ie s,

th e e m issio n

in c re a s e d a s p rim a ry d is c h a rg e c u rr e n t in c re a s e d .

This increase in emission was dependent upon the number of free
atoms sputtered from the cathode surface and the number of argon ions
present in the primary discharge plasma.

The quantity of free arsenic

atoms increased as the primary discharge current increased, a fact pre
viously established from observing the absorption increase with primary
discharge current increase.

The free atoms were swept into the sputtering

cell by the flowing argon gas stream.

These free atoms were bombarded by

argon ions in the primary discharge plasma producing both arsenic ions
and excited arsenic atoms.

The observed 193.7 nm emission was produced

only by these excited arsenic atoms returning to the ground state.
number of atoms emitting the monitored line

The

was dependent

upon both the number of free atoms and the number of argon ions in the
primary discharge plasma.

An increase in primary discharge current in

creased both free atoms and argon ions resulting in increased emission.
The decrease in emission observed at 48 ma sputtering current and
2.5 torr cell pressure over that observed at the lower current was due
to ionization instead of excitation of the free arsenic atoms.

The ar

senic ions formed did not emit the 193.7 nm line which was monitored,
therefore, the emission intensity decreased.

The high current caused

sputtering of large quantities of free atoms which coalesced as a re
sult of .the high atom concentrations found in the region near the ca
thode.

The free atoms which did not aggregate were swept into the op

tical path where many were ionized by argon ions.

The large primary

discharge current produced many argon ions thus increasing the proba
bility of ionization of any free arsenic atoms.

21 2

d.

Effect of Sputtering Gas Pressure on Emission
Plasma emission was observed at high sputtering' currents

for most gas pressures used in these studies.
over the pressure ranges 1.6 to 4 torr.

The emission was greatest

There was negligible emission

observed at pressures greater than 4 torr indicating that free atom exci
tation was absent at these pressures.

This observation in conjunction

with the lack of absorption at these higher pressures was interpreted to
indicate that free atom formation was not favored at these pressures.
Aggregation was observed for both copper and platinum at these pressures
and the data implied that aggregation was also occurring for arsenic at
these higher pressures.

e.

Effect of Secondary Discharge on Absorption
Increases in absorption were observed in a few studies

when the secondary discharge was operated.

Table XI lists the studies

where an increase in absorption was observed.

The absorption increases

were very small during the sputtering of arsenic with the greatest
being a 1.5% increase in absorption.

This change was observed during

the study using 3.6 torr cell pressure and 45 ma sputtering current.
The error in reading the absorption values from the strip chart
was approximately 0.5% absorption.

No observable absorption above experi

mental error was observed in these studies.

This lack of absorption was

surprising in light of the absorption increases observed for copper and
platinum with the same cell and sputtering gas.

An explanation for these
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T A B L E XI

STUDIES IN WHICH A SECONDARY DISCHARGE PRODUCED
AN INCREASE IN ARSENIC ATOMIC ABSORPTION
Primary
Secondary
Discharge
Discharge
Absorption
Cell Pressure
Current
Current
Increase
(torr)_______________ (ma)____________ (ma)______________ %_____
0.55

60

+ .5

0.90

No increase observed in any study

0.98

No increase observed in any study

1.6

30
40

2.1

No increase observed in any study

2.5

10
10
30
48

1

42
28

.

31
43
22
4

+. 5
+1.0

■

+1.0
+1.0
+. 5
+ .5

10
10
20
20
20
20
40

39
54
22
38
54
62
7

+ .5
+ .5
+. 5
+1.0
+ .5
+1.0
+..5

3.6

45
45

33
45

+1.0
+1.5

4.0

20

22

+1.0

4.6

20
20
20
40
40
40

17
33
47
17
33
47

+1.0
+1.0
+. 5
+. 5
+ .5
+. 5

5.2

No increase observed in any study

6.0

No increase observed in any study

7.0

No increase observed in any study

3.0

•
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data must be found and the following section suggests the reason that
the absorption did not increase was due to ionization produced by the
bombarding argon ions.

f.

Effect of Secondary Discharge on Emission
These studies did not indicate that aggregates were being

fragmented into free atoms by the secondary discharge.

No appreciable

increase in absorption of the 193.7 nm resonance line was observed; how
ever, there was a decrease in emission observed when the secondary dis
charge operated.
It was necessary to monitor the plasma emission once the primary
discharge was established to determine when the emission became constant.
The plasma emission would rise and then decrease slowly to some lower
value after about 2 minutes of sputtering.

The time required to produce

<

a constant signal depended upon the argon flow and the sputtering current
suggested that the observed emission was temperature dependent.

The

cool cathode was sputtering free atoms initially but began to eject ag
gregates as the cathode approached operating temperature.

The emission

produced by these excited free atoms decreased to an equilibrium value
once the cathode reached operating temperature and a constant number of
free atoms was ejected..
The equilibrium plasma emission was determined once the recorder
pen stabilized.

This emission was found to decrease whenever current

passed through the secondary discharge plasma.

This decrease in emission

was interpreted to indicate that the secondary discharge ions were not
fragmenting aggregates but ionizing the free atoms present.

Ionization

of the few free arsenic atoms in the optical path accounted for both a
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decrease in emission and a lack of an increase in absorption.. The
arsenic ion emission lines were not monitored during these studies.
It was surprising to observe the ionization of these free arsenic
atoms because ionization was not observed in the studies with platinum.
The first and second ionization potential of platinum is similar to
arsenic, yet with platinum there was a constant absorption increase
with current when the secondary discharge plasma was operated.

If

ionization occurred in the case of platinum it was only to a minor
extent.

Ionization may have been the cause for the decrease in ab

sorption from the limiting value observed when copper was sputtered
and large currents were passed through the secondary discharge plasma.
Ionization was more likely with copper since its first ionization po
tential was almost 2 ev below that of arsenic.

Table XII lists the

ionization potentials for argon, arsenic, platinum, and copper.

A

singly ionized argon ion was capable of removing an electron from any
of the metals used in these studies to produce a metal ion.
Excitation of free arsenic atoms by bombarding argon ions was
ruled out because an excited atom would emit the 193.7 nm resonance
line upon returning to the ground state.

The intensity of this line

did not increase when current passed through the secondary discharge
plasma, indicating there was no increase in the number of excited ar
senic atoms.

Ionization of a free arsenic atom prevents it from ab

sorbing the 193.7 nm resonance line and the ion will not emit this
line upon returning to the ground state.

Return to the excited state

of an arsenic ion would result in the eventual emission of the moni
tored line, however, in only a few instances did the emission increase
when the secondary discharge was operated.

These increases were 1% or

T A B L E XII

IONIZATION POTENTIALS OF SELECTED ELEMENTS USED IN THESE STUDIES

Element

First Ionization
Second Ionization
Third Ionization
Potential
Potential
Potential
______ Electron Volts____________ Electron Volts_____________ Electron Volts

Argon

15.479

27.629

40.74

Arsenic

9.81

18.633

28.351

Platinum

9.0

Copper

7.726

Data taken from:

18.563
20.292

--36.83

"Inorganic Chemistry", James E. Huheey, Harper and Row, New York,
New York, pp 46-48 (1972).
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less of the hollow cathode lamp emission and were observed only at
high secondary discharge currents when low pressure and high sput
tering currents were used.
An arsenic ion electrostatically attracted either a free arsenic
atom or an aggregate since each was electron rich.

The resulting

molecular ion was capable of dissipating the charge over a larger
volume, hence it was more likely to remain in the plasma without frag
menting.

This molecular ion would either aggregate further or aquire

an electron from within the plasma to produce a neutral molecule.
Either of these two possibilities would prevent the selective absorp
tion of the 193.7 nm resonance line since no free arsenic atoms were
produced.

The brilliant bluish-white plasma observed was possibly the

emission produced when these molecular ions acquired an electron.
A secondary discharge did not fragment arsenic aggregates as it
did in the case of copper and platinum.

It was possible that the

secondary discharge caused an increase in aggregation by first ionizing
free arsenic atoms and small aggregates then forcing them to coalesce
due to electrostatic attraction.
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